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Sammanfattning

Licentiatavhandlingen Designa med stadens ljud undersöker det urbana ljudrummets
konstitution och kvalitativa egenskaper utifrån ett designorienterat och praktiknära perspektiv.
Avsikten med arbetet är att utveckla verktyg och metoder för representation, kommunikation och
analys av stadens exteriöra ljudmiljö genom att synliggöra interaktionen mellan arkitektur,
ljudbildning och upplevelse. Genom att visa exempel på andra sätt att kommunicera och
analysera ljud i staden än dagens vedertagna metoder, är syftet är att bidra till
kunskapsutvecklingen inom fältet för urban ljudplanering- och design.

Ljud i staden är ett komplext fenomen som påverkar oss på en rad plan t.ex. hälsomässigt och
socialt samtidigt som ljud har en kulturell och funktionell betydelse kopplat till identitet, säkerhet
och rumsliga orientering. Tyvärr är dagens kvantitativa metoder inte tillräckliga för att beskriva,
analysera och hantera stadens ljudmiljö med hänsyn till denna komplexitet. Representations- och
analysmetoder behöver därför utvecklas som sammanför och synliggör viktig information kring
det urbana ljudrummet och som är möjliga att använda som komplement till dagens beräkningsoch mätningsbaserade metoder inom exempelvis arkitetur- och stadsbyggnadssektorn.

Arbetet utgår från arkitektens analoga verktygslåda och vedertagna arbetsmetoder såsom olika
former av dokumentations- och skisstekniker, platsanalyser, inventeringar och kartläggningar.
Initialt blandas dessa med mer konstnärligt orienterade angreppssätt för att fånga och beskriva
ljudmiljöns kvalitativa konstitution. Utöver att undersöka verktyg och strategier presenterar
arbetet en generell modell för kvalitativ ljudmiljöanalys av ett problematiskt men samtidigt
välanvänt urbant ljudrum; den långa och vältrafikerade Hornsgatan i Stockholm.

Licentiatarbetet omfattar i sin helhet både en tryckt och en digital version vilka kompletterar
varandra och därför bör läsas, studeras och lyssnas på parallellt. I den digitala versionen som
återfinns på https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751, ingår allt visuellt och
auditivt material som varit en del av metodutvecklingen och är den plats där man kan zooma och
röra sig igenom det bild- och textmaterial som utgör själva avhandlingen men som av utrymmesoch tekniska skäl inte kan presenteras här i sin helhet.
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Abstract

The licentiate thesis Designing with Urban Sound explores the constitution and qualitative
characteristics of urban sonic space from a design-oriented and practice-based perspective. The
act of lifting forth and illuminating the interaction between architecture, the creation of sound and
a sonic experience aims to examine and develop useful tools and methods for the representation,
communication and analysis of the exterior sonic environment in complex architectural spaces.
The objective is to generate theoretical and practical knowledge within the field of urban sound
planning and design by showing examples of different and complementary ways of
communicating and analyzing sound than those which are commonly recognized.

Sound in the city is an intricate phenomenon that affects us at several levels, both health-wise
and socially. At the same time, sound has cultural and functional implications by mediating
important information connected to identity, security and spatial orientation. Unfortunately, current
quantitative methods are not sufficient for describing, analyzing and managing urban sounds in
regard to this complexity. Complementary methods of representation and analysis need to be
developed that will bring out important information - gathering it and making it visual - about the
constitution, character and quality of urban sonic space that is possible to utilize alongside
today’s calculation and measurement-based methods within such areas as architecture and
urban planning practices.

The licentiate thesis has its foundation in the analogue and well-recognized tool-box of the
architect, such as various forms of documentation and sketching techniques, mapping, inventory
and site-analysis, etc., when exploring tools and strategies for the communication and analysis of
the exterior urban sound environment along the long and busy street Hornsgatan in Stockholm.

In addition to exploring various methods for capturing and describing the qualitative constitution
of the exterior sonic environment and some of the basic factors affecting it, this thesis sets forth a
general model for qualitative sound analysis of a problematic, yet well-utilized, urban sonic space.

The licentiate thesis exists as both a print and a digital version that complement each other and
thus should be read, listened to and scrutinized in parallel. In the digital version found at
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751, all visual and aural material that was
crucial to method development is included. It is possible to zoom in and move through all the
visual and textual material that constitutes the thesis at this site that cannot be presented here,
due to spatial and technical issues, in its entirety.
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1. P o i n t o f d e p a r t u r e

9

representing and communicating variations of sound

1.1 Introduction

existing in the built environment, as the current ones do not
deal with the complexity of urban sounds from a holistic
We live in a globalized and quickly urbanizing world.

and integrative perspective.

Problems we encounter in one corner of the world are often
The licentiate thesis exists as both a print and a digital

transposable to similar situations in other cultural and

version that complements each other and thus should be

geographical contexts, presenting us with universal and

read, listened to and scrutinized in parallel. In the digital

shared challenges. The problem of too much, too

version found at:

monotonous and too intense sound qualities in dense

https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751,

urban environments can be regarded as one such universal

all visual and aural material that was crucial to method

issue. On the other hand, too little, too unvariegated or

development is included. It is possible to zoom in and move

simply uninteresting sounds in urban settlements can also

through all the visual and textual material that constitutes

constitute a problem that requires serious attention. As

the thesis at this site that cannot be presented here, due to

WHO states in the passage quoted on page 3, sensory

spatial and technical issues, in its entirety.

deprivation can also cause serious problems to human
health. Balance in regard to sound exposure and sound
content is therefore crucial and this requires the existence

1.1.1 Topic of inquiry

of variegated urban spaces in terms of sound quality as
well as conscious planning of these qualities. How such a

So, more precisely, what is the topic of inquiry at stake

balance may be defined and practically achieved requires

here? In times when new cities emerge like mushrooms

consciously initiated and shared discussions from several

from the ground and existing ones get all the more

interacting disciplinary angles. This is necessary to obtain

congested in terms of people, buildings, services and

an awareness with regard to urban sonic space, as the act

traffic, finding solutions is becoming an urgent matter to

of listening cannot be approached from a universal level;

enable us to provide life-friendly environments for half of

“every individual, every group, every culture listens in its

the world’s population now living in cities in regard to urban

own way.” 1 To provide an enhanced transdisciplinary

sound quality. After all, what is a sustainable city in terms

exchange of knowledge on what constitutes a sustainable

of sound? Is the solution a perfectly quiet city where no one

urban sonic environment, it is therefore necessary to

is ever disturbed? Or is it a city where a balance between

initiate discussions across disciplinary borders among

co-existing sound intensities and sound agents prevails? Is

practitioners involved in the creation of urban space, that

it a place where multilayered functions, usages, and

will take the entire complex of meanings and effects of

intentions generating various sound qualities are in tune in

sound into account and put this information in relation to

regard to the user’s perspective? And which criteria are

the unique geographic, social and cultural conditions of

crucial to pay attention to, and to utilize as guidelines when

each specific case. A lingering idea among many

planning and designing complex sonic spaces for urban

professionals working with the physical creation of urban

dwellers, and what parameters affect those criteria? How

life environments is that urban sounds are equivalent to

can we describe and understand these crucial aspects?

problems that are equivalent to noise that we need

These are questions this thesis explores.

protection from through defensive strategies. This is

One commonly shared perception is that sounds in the

unfortunate, as the urban sound environment is so much

urban environment should at least not be harmful and

more than problems; it should be regarded accordingly and

hazardous to human health.2 We know more or less what

instead treated as a rich resource to work with in a creative

to do to mitigate or extinguish such situations, and we

and strategic way throughout all stages of the planning

utilize well-recognized strategies of restriction and defense

process. Professionals in the fields of architecture,

to manage these situations in a timely fashion in order to

landscape architecture, urban planning and design, along

attain acceptable threshold values as defined in legal

with other concerned parties, are therefore highly important

documents and guidelines. Other basic and important

to address and involve in this emerging field of knowledge

effects, meanings and impacts that the quality of

and practice, so that relevant strategies can emerge and be

environmental sound exerts on us that are not as easy to

implemented as early as possible in the planning process.

measure and define include:

It is vital to develop tools, techniques and strategies for
2

1

Guidelines for Community Noise, (2000). World Health
Organization, Geneva.

Augoyard, J.F/Torgue, H. (2009), Sonic Experience – A Guide
to Everyday Sounds, p. 4.
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-

-

Orientation in space (way-finding, spatial localization

user’s perspective by highlighting the importance and

and detection)

potential of our everyday sonic experiences.

Bearer of information (events taking place in space,
security, cultural and social meaning linked to sounds

1.1.2 Current situation

coming from close or distant activities)
-

Communicability (exchange of information, sociability,

So, why are such creative action-plans needed and how

talkability)

can these be modelled? Alternative and qualitatively based
strategies for describing and understanding sound in urban

All of the above-mentioned aspects of sound in urban

space do exist already to some extent, but they have

space require a broad and inclusive approach to sound

trouble reaching those who really need to have that

management in complex architectural environments.

knowledge, i.e. the practitioners. Thus, it is interesting to

Simply talking about what sounds are loud or not loud, or

ask why this particular field has trouble reaching the

disturbing or not disturbing, or about how we best can

practitioners responsible for planning and managing urban

protect ourselves from hazardous and annoying sounds by

space, and consequently ask why this field has not been

way of legislation or by building protective noise-barriers is

more developed and implemented in the operative work of

not enough. Instead, it is relevant to ask what qualities are

design-oriented professional disciplines than it is today.

inscribed in the various sonic environments we encounter

The prevailing lack of concern from design practitioners

in our everyday lives and to be highly aware of the active

with regard to dealing with sound in cities from an extended

parameters that affect these qualities.

creative perspective has many explanations. One has to do

The challenge of finding viable solutions to the question of

with education, or the absence of such. A long tradition

problematic sound qualities in cities is an urgent topic

within the educational system of focusing on the visual,

among national and international commissions,

formal and functional aspects of architecture has

organizations, policy makers and other stakeholders

unfortunately resulted in professionals who are not

worldwide; one that has gained increased attention in later

confident about working with the ephemeral and non-visible

years due to the rapid urbanization processes. This quest

matter of sound as a qualitative resource in design and

for sustainable action plans is beneficial and necessary in

urban planning processes. The fault does not lie with the

every respect. Yet too little is done in terms of action plans

architects or urban planners and designers alone, but with

that go beyond the ordinary negative connotations and

the system as a whole, where priority is given to

defensive attitudes with regard to cityscapes and sounds –

technocratic sciences and reductionist explanations and

a bias that unfortunately dominates the field of urban

solutions that revolve around how to evaluate and handle

planning practice today. Identifying and developing useful

urban sonic space at a descriptive, operative and strategic

and applicable strategies that take into account the harmful

level. This is puzzling, as an extensive bank of knowledge

effects of sound on human health, such as cardiovascular

has emerged in recent decades as to how it is possible to

and stress related diseases, and what can be done to

discuss and handle the complexity of sound in space. It is

prevent these poorly functioning situations, along with the

possible to claim that existent qualitative and design-

positive implications of sound, is therefore crucial.

oriented knowledge has not been sufficiently tuned in to the
specific needs and conditions of creative urban practices.

The phenomenon of site-specific contextual sound, the

Evidently, non-quantifiable ways of approaching sound in

main focus of this study, is bound to a spatial context

the environment have not yet reached the practitioners

(architecture, the built environment, topography, materiality,

working with constrained time tables, economic restraints,

etc.) and the events and actions taking place there

regulations and legislations on an everyday basis. Nor do

(actions and activities generating sound from human nature

existing tools techniques and strategies, both quantitative

animal or mechanical sources) connected to temporal

and qualitative, function sufficiently well at an intermediate

aspects (emergence and propagation of sonic vibrations,

level of knowledge exchange between experts as well as

the physical movement/ replacement of a

non-experts engaged in, or striving to be engaged in, these

listener/receiver/producer in relation to sound sources, time

matters.

of day, week and season etc.). It is not difficult to
understand that to work with the complexity of sound in

One reason for this unfortunate situation is that current

situational and physical contexts requires a broad and

methods for describing and handling urban sonic space are

inclusive approach that brings in an enhanced focus on the

often too technical, quantitative, theoretical, judgmental,
disciplinary focused and inflexible to work with easily at an
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intermediate and transdisciplinary level of communication

To be precise, the research material itself - sonic space -

and interaction. Often, terminology, focus and methods are

has caused the research process and its contents both

too specific and disciplinary-bound to act at a more general

troubles and possibilities. The intermediate position of the

level of description that would enable direct and easy

phenomenon and implications of sound between various

interaction between various disciplines and enrich the

academic fields like architecture, physical acoustics,

dialogue. Questions of transferring qualitative and

psychoacoustics, phenomenology, philosophy, sociology,

quantitative knowledge and data between disciplinary fields

art, sound-art, music, musicology etc., has made limitations

are therefore crucial to the development of methods for

of the project as well as the identification and definition of

qualitative sound analysis. The quantitative and the

viable methods and strategies for approaching the research

qualitative way of approaching sound in space have

challenge, into a difficult nut to crack. This circumstance

advantages and strengths that need to be taken care of,

can obviously be considered positive, as an advantageous

adjusted and reorganized according to the needs and

position for exploring the new and open-ended research

requirements of the design practitioners to be made useful

field of urban sound planning and design, as it has not yet

in their everyday professional practices.

been restrained to a fixed academic framework, even
though it has taken a considerable amount of time to

To be able to address and involve individuals in practice-

advance in the research process.

based disciplines such as architects, urban planners,
landscape architects and other environmental specialists

This licentiate thesis has been conceived at two academic

and interested stakeholders, it is important to enhance the

affiliations; the KTH School of Architecture as the primary

capabilities for the description and analysis of complex

site of belonging, and Konstfack University College of Arts,

sonic environments through the development of new

Crafts and Design. By way of this intersecting position, this

modes for representing and communicating urban sonic

study melds architectural and artistic means and methods

space.

in the overall plan for the project of getting from here to
there, i.e. the research design, in order to explore and
answer initial research questions and challenges. The

1.1.3 Hypothesis and research query

exploration, for example, of tools, techniques and

Sound is about activity, movement and life. This means

strategies for grasping and understanding qualities of

that working with matters of sound quality within urban

urban sonic space began by emphasizing an artistic

planning and design practice is about organizing and

approach, as towards the middle and final stages of the

planning life in relation to spatial and functional, social and

method development process, the emphasis was mainly on

health-related, aspects of a given geographic and cultural

a more structural and instrumental approach, exemplified

context. Through awareness of these interacting features it

by utilizing the making of experiments/ models/ prototypes

is more likely that we can achieve healthy, socially inclusive

as a means to push the project forward.

and supportive living in dense urban settlements in the

“Because the practice of architecture requires knowledge of

future.

a vast array of phenomena – from the physical properties

My thesis asks: how is it possible to communicate the

of materials, to principles of visual perception – it is hardly

complexity of urban sonic space and its active

surprising that the research subdisciplines within

conditional agents from a practice-based and design-

architecture bring with them a broad range of paradigms.” 3

oriented perspective with the intention to expand the
creative and operative space of urban sound planning
and design?

1.1.4 Intersecting disciplinary fields and practices
This process takes place in the fluctuating interface
between separate, but interconnected, research contexts,
practices, and discourses - the architectural and the artistic;
the qualitative and the quantitative; the theoretical and the
practical; the visual and aural; the defensive and the
offensive; the descriptive and the operative.
3

Groat, L., Wang, D (2002), Architectural Research Methods,
p. 24.
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1.2.2 Mixed methods and architectural thinking

1.2 Site-specific explorations

From a methodological point of view, this work is a fusion,

1.2.1 Limitations of the study

a blend that lends tools, techniques and strategies from
The research study focuses upon exterior and contextual

several knowledge fields as well as research practices. It is

sounds that are naturally evoked in an urban environment

a mosaic of perspectives and approaches, mostly

by human, animal, nature, or mechanical sources through

qualitatively oriented but some are also quantitatively

the unfolding of everyday actions and activities. The study

grounded, aiming at expanding the understanding and

does not discuss added sounds such as site-specific

communication of urban sonic space and its complexities.

sound-art installations or active sound design in urban

Precisely what research methods to make use of was not

contexts. Neither does it deal with identification and

self-evident from the start of the project as these have

proposing of sound abetment strategies such as green

emerged gradually and responded to particular questions,

roofs and walls, quiet asphalt or urban furniture, which

needs and requirements at various moments of the

affects the spreading of sound waves. Instead the study

research process. Among these, mapping as a research

deals with how to communicate and discuss various urban

method stands out as it has been utilized in various forms

sound qualities from a relational and comparative

and manners during the different explorations and case

perspective by exploring methods for qualitative sound

studies of this work. Utilizing techniques such as sketching,

analysis of the built environment. This means that the study

video, photo and sound recording for mapping urban sonic

has a descriptive and communicative focus striving towards

space, have enabled comparison between gathered and

future strategic predictions and operations of urban sound

organized elements of representation and description

planning and design.

making correlation and analysis of the integrated elements

In all of the explorations and inventories performed in this

possible to obtain.

study, the researcher is the same as the writer of the

The overall methodological home of the thesis is within the

thesis. Thereby, it is only one single perspective that shines

sphere of qualitative research. The research approach is

through in produced text, sound, images, compilations and

grounded in architectural thinking and practice and actively

analyses. However, this is not regarded as a limitation, but

utilizes art-based and design-oriented research

instead as possibility. Obviously, a possible continuation of

methodologies as a way to answer certain questions of the

the work presented in this licentiate involves the integration

multilayered knowledge field of urban sound planning and

of critical voices coming from other professional

design. It is possible to claim that the mosaic and

perspectives to be further refined and adjusted to the

patchwork-like techniques and methods of the researching

needs and requirements of concerned practitioners.

process corresponds both to the particularities of

The time aspect is another important feature affecting how

architecture as a field of knowledge and practice as well as

the inventories have been accomplished and consequently

to the heterogenic character of the research material itself;

analyzed. A choice was made during the work process that

urban sonic space.

all of the on-site inventories at Hornsgatan were made

One thing is sure, an urban sonic situation is not static and

during weekday daytime, tempered seasons (spring and

therefore it needs a relational, three-dimensional and

autumn). The reasons for making this choice were two-fold;

temporally oriented approach to be as correctly understood

functional and pragmatic. Pragmatic, as the intent does not

and managed as possible. When it comes to studying or

affect the ambition to describe and understand the full

dealing with a spatial situation that is changing over time,

complexity of urban sonic space throughout its changing

architectural thinking obviously has particular features that

phases of a day or year, but instead to focus on the basics

are useful for such a task:

of understanding and communicating the sonic
“Architecture is a field that revolves around a creative

phenomenon and its effects on a complex architectural

practice on space and matter/materiality. It is rooted at the

situation. Yet also functional, as this is the hour of the day,

crossing point between art, technology and socio-cultural

week and season when the street is most frequented by

aspects of space. In terms of research methods it is

traffic, pedestrians and other users of public urban space

architectural thinking that stands at the center, i.e. to

and therefore provides the best possible circumstances for

basically think in three dimensions regardless of scale, and

making this study as the sonic output from all those
ongoing everyday events, is the most prominent at this
time.
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to actively deal with complex spatial situations that are
constantly changing over time. “

1.2.3 Art-based research

4

Through a practice-based and design-oriented approach to
One of the basic standpoints of this work is the fact that we

urban sonic space, an explorative and process-based

exist in a world that we constantly react and relate to

research strategy has emerged, also known as art-based

through our senses. It is a world of phenomena,

or artistic research.5

perceptions and experiences. However, this work is not a
“One of the strengths of artistic research is its capacity to

full-stack phenomenological study in the philosophical

act in an explorative and innovative manner through

sense of word. Instead, the applied approach has a more

material forms, and thereby critically investigate, explore,

structural and pragmatic character, where the aim is not to

uncover and deepen insights into contexts, processes,

represent and communicate the wide richness of sound
qualities of urban contexts only from a deeper subjective

alternative interpretations or complex solutions. Artistic

understanding or by bringing in a vast array of subjective

research develops methods that bring together

descriptions from a critical mass, but instead to focus on

interpretation, artistic insight, critical reflection and

the question of relevancy in terms of information on space,

argumentation in a range of communicative and
representational formats. Combining intuitive forms of

sound and experience, including the possibilities of
practical application of such knowledge. This is a central

understanding, pioneering and systematized artistic work

theme of the thesis. Questions of reduction and

and critical reflection, the research is well suited to
highlighting complex and multifaceted phenomena, not only

simplification of the gathered research material are

within art but also in relation to social phenomena and to

therefore also part of the method development process.

highlight alternative methods of reflection, contexts and
However, emphasizing a structural and pragmatically

scenarios.” 6

oriented approach to the research topic does not deny the
fact that we are human beings living in and relating to this

The applied research strategy can be described as a

world through our senses. This fact is the very foundation.

responsive and ever-changing body of information about

After all, the explorative excursions and the case study of

space, sound and experience. The chosen facets of

Hornsgatan presented on the following pages actively

information are put together in various manners, each facet

integrates and uses the subjective and experiential

having its own unique form, meaning and intent in the

dimension as one of the applied methods of getting from

researching process. These different combinations have

here to there, i.e. the research strategy. On a structural

time and time again been evaluated, adjusted, rejected or

level, the study is concerned with the inventory and

implemented in the continuation of the research processes,

mapping of the urban sonic environment. This is acquired

where each combination of facets is different and hopefully

by identifying, applying and evaluating tools, techniques

more simple and clear than previously.

and strategies for the description representation and

The facets of information described here are the tools and

analysis of urban sonic space. An assumption is that

techniques used in this work for reflecting and

through the ability to co-read several layers of qualitative

communicating different aspects of urban sonic space; the

information obtained by way of these tools, techniques and

spatial, the sonic and the experiential. These are linked

strategies, it is possible to yield a deeper knowledge of the

and combined in various forms and patterns, occasionally

complexity of urban sonic space and how it might be

overlapping, with the overall aim to create a meaningful

communicated both internally within the project as well as

body of knowledge that can say more together than one

externally in relation to a listener/receiver. This procedure

single separate facet can do alone.

has propelled the project further through an iterative

This is the applied research strategy of this work, an

conversation with the work material itself.

interactive patchwork-like weave, created through the
consistent act of “action, reflection and re-action.” 7

5

Hughes, R., Dyrssen, C., Hellström Reimer, M., (2011), ”Artistic
research today and tomorrow” in Swedish Research Councils
Yearbook from 2011 Form och färdriktning – strategiska frågor
för den konstnärliga forskningen, pp. 29-35
6
. Ibid, p. 31.
7
A well-known expression coined by Donald Schön for
describing the creative process applied by design practitioners.
Schön describe design as a “conversation with the materials of a
situation”. Schön, D. (1985), The reflective Practitioner, p. 78.

4

Dyrssen, C. (2010), “Navigating in heterogeneity: architectural
thinking and art-based research” in The Routledge Companion to
Research in the Arts, pp.224.
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In this sense, it is important to be aware of that the final

1.3 Overview

physical product of this work, the licentiate thesis as well as
the digital representation of the thesis online, is as much
This licentiate thesis is divided into four sections: Point of

part of the crucial research activity as is the explorations

departure; Exploring the field; The case of Hornsgatan; and

made on and off site during the initial and latter

Implementation. The structure and content of the thesis

investigations and inventories of the different case studies.

closely mirrors how the explorative actions, theoretical

They are all part of the creative and explorative process in

reflections and re-actions have cross-fertilized each other

which the notion of communication is crucial for propelling

and changed along the course of time. The thesis is a

the research project forward towards a more structured and

blueprint of that process as it describes a non-linear curve

pragmatic outlining of its comprised parts. When hidden or

oscillating back and forth between the creative states of

forgotten relations are brought out into the light, it is

action reflection and re-action in the challenge of grasping

possible to discuss, understand and start working with

and communicating the compound aspects of architectural

these relations at an interdisciplinary level through the

space and sonic experience relative a situational context.

exchange of knowledge and perspectives.

The chapter Point of departure presents the background

This idea of communication has been consistently present

to the research query and describes why and how the

either at the stage of production and compilation of

study has been conducted. It also explains in what manner

information and at the stage of bringing it all together in

the subject of the study; urban sonic space is currently

final products like posters, interactive digital presentations,

managed and discussed today in general and roughly

as well as the thesis itself and its digital counterpart.

positions the thesis in this context.

Therefore, reflections and analyses of this project act in two
directions; internally within the project and externally in

The second chapter Exploring the field begins with a

relation to an audience, where the act of making visible and

presentation of three short explorative excursions carried

of lifting forth parameters affecting the quality of urban

out at the beginning of the study. These give us a hint of

sonic space additionally has an educational function. This

how this process of searching and testing methods for

is also why the material contained in this thesis is

qualitative sound analysis began and also explains basic

communicated through a variety of media, enabling

questions encountered in these initial case studies.

reading, hearing/listening viewing/looking, analyzing and

Next section of chapter two introduces a survey of some

contemplating from various points of view and through

essential theories and methods connected to urban sound

various lenses. I strongly encourage you to cross-read and

research and practice that have relevance for this work.

cross-listen, while reading the textual and reflective side of

These theories and methods together with the initial

the thesis, to another, complementary media, or go to the

explorations propose a deepened overview of the

appendix for a more zoomed in version of the compiled

knowledge-field and explain where in the broad urban

facets of spatio-sonic information (p.135-162). The

sound study-field this work belongs more specifically.

practice-based and design-oriented researching process,
The third chapter, The case of Hornsgatan, is the most

emphasizing construction and action (explorations,

extensive and material-wise dense part of the thesis. The

mappings, inventories etc.) has helped to frame and re-

chapter begins with a thematic survey of tools, techniques

frame essential questions and strategies as well as

and strategies utilized in the case study presented in

theoretical discussions. Theory has not preceded practice

chronological order. The chapter then continues to the

in this work, but has instead appeared, evolved and

phase of Implementation, in which the collected material

developed in parallel. It is possible to claim that in this

on space, sound and experience at Hornsgatan are re-

work, theory has emerged through practice, and not the

organized and clarified to enhance legibility, conception

other way around, that making has been a way of thinking

and communication on the sound quality of each site

all along this process. This is not an uncommon scenario in
art and design practices but is well-known procedure within

Finally, the licentiate thesis discusses the outcome and

the making disciplines such as architecture, design and art

relevance of explored methods and how the presented

and their explorative research strategies.8

material can be further developed and extended.

In the Appendix, a close-up visual survey of the conducted
explorations and inventories presented in the chapter of
Implementation is included.

8

Dyrssen, C. (2008), Friedman, K. (2003), Koskinen, I. et al.
(2011), Zimmerman, J./ Forlizzi, J. (2008).
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2. E x p l o r i n g t h e f i e l d

17

18

The first excursion. Cross-hatch drawings of materials found on site, waveform from the on-site binaural sound-recording
illustrating the route of the first excursion along with a reflective text written in retrospect.
19
Sound file available online at https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751.

recorder that enabled discreet stereo recordings of the

2.1 Site-specific

environment since I could wear small microphones at ear
level9, photographic documentation of each section of
How can we understand urban sonic space from an

Skeppsbron and the alleys passed at a distance, using pen

enhanced architectural perspective and how can we talk

and paper to preserve certain features of the physical

about, communicate and understand architecture from the

environment by cross-hatching some of the material

perspective of sound, space and experience?

structures along the path in detail, which more specifically

Could it be so that an inclusive and interdisciplinary

involves preserving the contours of an object by placing a

knowledge development of this field of research and

paper on it and then softly hatching over it with a smooth

practice that merges architectural thinking with an

soft pencil on one side of the paper (see previous page).

understanding of the relations and interactions of space,

After conducting the on-site excursions, I wrote a reflective

sound and experience be a viable way forward?

text about my emerging thoughts and experiences. This

Through the performance of three site-specific explorations

documentation contained both the written text and the

at the very beginning of the method development process,

crosshatch images, intermingling the on- and off-site

the search for viable tools, techniques and strategies to

observations and reflections to create a coherent and

represent and communicate the qualitative dimension of

understandable whole. The excursion was presented twice,

sound in space is begun.

via two different types of media; at a seminar using an
interactive digital presentation and in a two-dimensional
format; as a poster included in the thesis. At a closed
research seminar at Konstfack (December 2009), the

2.1.1. First excursion

gathered and produced material was presented using
interactive visual and sonic communications of written text

This site of investigation is a section of the Old Town in

read out loud, rows of crosshatch drawings showed on

Stockholm known as Skeppsbron: once a harbor and

large-sized screens aurally accompanied by a recording of

marketplace, now a street for transportation as well as a

the walk along Skeppsbron. The intent was to create a

public space for leisure. The reason for choosing this area

sense of deeper understanding for the subject under study,

is the winding medieval and morphologically dense

specific as well as general, that could be helpful when

structure of the Old Town that directly influences how we

discussing the project at the seminar. This presentation

use and experience the site both spatially and sonically.

generated discussions that ultimately helped my study

Two sides of this triangular island are dominated by well-

continue in the right direction. The other occasion

frequented roads connecting the island of Södermalm with

generated a material outcome/product as a response to the

the modern city center north of the Old Town. Today, the

necessity of visually transmitting the outcome of the

intense traffic at Skeppsbron separates the Old Town’s

excursion in a spatially limited two-dimensional context.

narrow alleys leading to the inner parts of the medieval

The performed procedures of this first excursion were

building structure from the waterfront. The spatial and

helpful when it came to sharpening the senses, in particular

infrastructural situation held a certain appeal, it was an

the hearing system. It was also a good way to practice

interesting situation that potentially could provide a

being more focused on the qualitative dimension of a site-

research project with valuable information that would propel

specific experience and to respond to it in an attentive and

the research quest further. More specifically, it was the

reflective way. These were important steps to take at the

distinct but clearly distinguishably differentiation between

beginning of the challenge to help merge observations and

various sonic qualities in the area as the result of

explorations made on site and connect these to the

interactions between built structures, traffic, local activities

broader urban context as well as bringing in a reflective

and the possibility to move around on foot in the area, that

and theoretical perspective.

singled out this particular site as the starting point of the
project.
Over the course of a few days in October/November 2009,
several excursions were accomplished on the outskirts of
and on the interior parts of the Old Town, consisting of
components such as recording, drawing, listening, looking,
thinking and sketching. The tools I used were a binaural

9

20

Technical device: M AUDIO Microtrack II.

2.1.2 Second excursion

these are temporal facts affecting the totality of impressions
and overall experience of this specific urban situation.
Doing the same excursion in June would offer another

One of Stockholm’s most air and noise polluted streets,

experience in terms of sound qualities. However, the

Hornsgatan, is also one of the more popular and lively

spatial and content-wise basics of the situation would

streets. It is characterized by various spatial and sonic

remain more or less the same, i.e. the structure of the built

qualities along its 2.3 km extension. Being an important

environment, the flow of traffic at Hornsgatan as well as

traffic and commercial artery through the borough of

actions/sound generated by people in the area.

Södermalm, as well as being a dense residential area, the
street presented a combination that I considered worth a
close-up for a study on sound, space and experience. The
spatial and sonic situation differs quite a lot from the one at
Skeppsbron. Here, functional facilities are all gathered
around the street in a linear fashion, not at all like the Old
Town situation, where these features are more spatially
condense. In addition to this, the Old Town caters to
tourists while Hornsgatan has more of an everyday urban
quality with the flow of traffic at its center core.
One afternoon in September, I took my camera and sound
recorder and went down to the waterline at Hornstulls
Strand at the point where Hornsgatan actually begins – or
ends. Starting from there, I passed the busy junction of
Hornstull and walked upwards towards the peak point of
the street, which is an unusual place of immense
perspectives and an almost equal amount of intense sound
qualities (passing traffic) and relative silence depending on

Hornsgatan’s beginning/end; Bergsunds Strand and waveform
from a binaural sound-recording of the sonic environment.
091116, 16:12.

the recurrent absence of passing traffic, facilitating the
perception of present low-intensity sounds. The late
afternoon stroll finally ended at the Zinkensdamm sports
arena where a team of junior bandy players were practicing
on the ice, generating a dense and variegated sound
environment.
The gathered material was later arranged and presented as
a mixture of pictures and sound-excerpts tied to a map
collage of the site of inquiry. I used the collected material
as an educational and communicational tool at the start of
the research project in order to show and explain to the
audience at a public research seminar at Konstfack10 the
wide diversity of sound, architectural spaces and various
activities/usages discernibly within this section of
Hornsgatan experienced through the physical act of
translocation. Of course, the main purpose of the
exploration was the function of doing as an explorative
means for attentive reflection and further reactions.
The walk took place during a weekday afternoon at the
beginning of November, a time of the day and of the year
that is both busy and often not too cold. This is essential as
10

“Research as practice”, Konstfack Research Seminars,
Stockholm. Title of presentation: “Urban Sound Design –
methods for spatial sound analysis. Inventory of language
and place”. November 2009.

Zinkensdamm sports arena, 091116, 17:12
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The second excursion. Sites of observation and
documentation, November 16, 2009 between the hours of
15:52 and 17:08. Underlying map: Magdalena Korotynska
(1992). Sound files at
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751.

Being merged in a spatial and sonic environment while

2.1.3 Third excursion

simultaneously consciously oscillating between experience
and reflection and also responding to that perceptive
In January 2010, I was invited by the researcher and artist

process by transforming impressions and observations into

Monica Sand to participate in her exhibition Pendulum

other media, other forms and formats, proved to be a useful

Experiments at St. Jacob’s church in Stockholm, an event

approach to handle the combinatory act of investigation,

organized in collaboration with the architect, researcher

reflection and communication.

and sound-artist Ricardo Atienza. During their week-long

The production of a visual and textual material based on

exhibition, I was asked to participate in the event in

non-visual components like the impressions of different

whatever way I found rewarding in accordance with the

sound qualities in a room, for example, and then organizing

research topic and possibly using the occasion for

that material into a communicable entity, is not as easy as

gathering material to my research. I decided to produce a

you might think when confronted with questions like: What

mini-exhibition at the entrance of the church where I could

is essential to say? Why and for whom?

show some aspects of my ongoing research work to
visitors by creating a visual and textual presentation of brief
poetic reflections and documentations of the sonic and

2.1.4 Concluding reflection

physical environment inside and outside the church which
at the time hosted Monica’s installations. At the mini-

In conclusion, these three initial explorations were essential

exhibition, visitors were also encouraged to write down or

to the process of defining and shaping my thesis question

draw their own impressions or reflections onto a copy of the

and identifying meaningful strategies to work further with.

old church plan and were asked to leave the result in a box

Two insights in particular stood out as having a crucial

next to the mini-exhibition. Unfortunately, few entries were

effect on project:

made, indicating that the task was not sufficiently clear or
1) The gathered material from each exploration was

possibly difficult to perform.

collected, arranged and communicated differently
In the third excursion, presented on the next nine pages, I

depending on the circumstances of each occasion. The

used a similar drawing technique as at Skeppsbron,

different outcomes raised questions such as: What focus

crosshatch drawings superimposed on an old refurbishing-

do I consider the most important and why? And who is the

plan of the church. The old plan served as a document of

receiver of this information, to whom am I speaking?

orientation and as an underlying blueprint visually referring

2) The act of transposing fragments of a complex real-life

to the past. Onto the map, crosshatch drawings made on

event into a reduced off-site situation is a crucial task that

site and short text fragments canalizing thoughts of site-

can be performed in a million ways, depending on the

specific impressions on sound, space and experience,

subject matter and the intended receiver. This awareness

were superimposed. This time I decided to exclude the

gave insight into how my behavior and choices at the early

technicalities of recording devices and to focus entirely on

stages of the method development process would impact

my auditory system and the act of listening along with the

the continuation of the decision-making process as well as

parallel active attendance to other perceptive abilities such

the final outcome. At this point, the project could take either

as vision and tactility. When walking around inside and

a more operative and structurally grounded direction or

outside the church, I focused on sharpening my senses,

continue towards a more artistic and poetically driven

trying to be conscious and attentive to whatever

approach that obviously would generate a completely

impressions and thoughts that may come to me. Through

different outcome.

the use of pen and pencil, the experience of space and
sound were transformed into words and images later
brought together in a two-dimensional A3 paper format.
In this case, the acts of grasping and making visible (which
is also the case in the two former excursions) were crucial
in order to display and communicate a complex
phenomenon and its gathered information internally as well
as externally. A minor open seminar/ presentation was held
inside the church where questions and thoughts the
exhibition evoked were possible to discuss on site.

23

The third excursion. Poster opening the mini-exhibition
(following pages) at the church of St Jacob (church plan from
1855, J & C G Bolinder, source: Stockholms stadsarkiv).
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2.2 Sound

energy transfer model does not say much about are the
qualities contained in the sonic phenomena experienced in

When conducting research on sound planning and the

relation to context. Therefore, the energy transfer model is

design of complex architectonic spaces by using a hands-

useful in many ways, but it needs complementary

on approach for qualitative analysis and strategic decision-

information to give us an accurate account of qualities

making, it is absolutely necessary to understand the basics

existing and experienced in urban sonic space.

of sound. This goes beyond the physical and acoustical

“(…) In fact, neither open spaces nor small enclosed ones

aspects of sonic propagation coming from a specific sound

can yet be measured with sufficient precision. For this

event or the question of whether that sound is intrusive or

practical reason, and also because in inhabited space

not, it encompasses the totality of these aspects, including

quantitative valuation cannot take into account the whole

the crucial active agents that affect its appearance and

human dimension of acoustic phenomena, the use of

experiential quality, i.e. architecture/ the built structure,

qualitative tools is necessary.” 12

actions/ events and experience/ exposure. It is important to
The physical, neurological and perceptive process of

be aware of the whole process, from the very birth of

listening is highly complex, and can be described roughly

sound, to how sound-waves spread and intermingle with

as follows:

other sounds, and how they are also affected by the
physical structure of the environment before finally

“Physical sound is a pressure wave that transports both

reaching our minds and bodies, how these factors affect

sonic events and attributes of an acoustic space to the

the receivers/producers of sound in a variety of ways.

listener, thereby connecting the external world to the
listener’s ears. Because the physics of sound is complex,

Emphasizing the understanding of a complete picture

transmission includes such processes as reflection,

instead of only cut-out pieces of the complex phenomenon

dispersion, refraction, absorption, and so on, all of which

of sound and sonic experience, should, I claim, be

depend on the acoustic properties of space. When arriving

mandatory for anyone working in this field. This may

at the inner ear, sound waves are converted to neurological

include the origins, effects and specifics of sonic production

signals that are processed by the brain; the external world

and propagation, may they be natural, human, animal or

is connected to inner consciousness.” 13

mechanically produced and how these are, or may be,
experienced. This presupposes an acceptance of the

Another description and interpretation of the phenomena of

relational behavior between the active agents affecting and

sound that criticizes the energy transfer model as the major

conditioning the quality of urban sound space, which

explanatory model, is from the point of view of acoustic

naturally include components contingent on time and space

communication, which is a way to study mainly

contingent.

electronically processed sound, but also environmental
sound. The term was coined and developed by the
composer and writer Barry Truax engaged in the World

2.2.1 The phenomenon

Soundscape Project.14 His approach to acoustic

The phenomenon of sound can be described, explained

communication extends the basic physical understanding

and understood in a multitude of manners. The most

of sound to include its informational and contextual

common and basic description is the physical explanation,

dimension:

known as the energy transfer model:

“First of all, a communicational approach to acoustics deals

“Sound is the transmission of energy through solid, liquid or

with the exchange of information, rather than the transfer

gaseous media in the form of vibrations. In a medium, each

of energy. In other words, it does not deal with sound in

vibrating particle moves only an infinitesimal amount to

insolation from the cognitive processes that understand it.

either side of its normal position. (…) At standard (air)

(…) The communicational significance of any sound can

pressure and at 20 degrees the velocity of sound

only be judged within its complete context in the broadest

propagation is approximately 340 m/s.” 11

environmental, social and cultural sense.” 15

The energy transfer model explains how sound waves are
physically transferred in space or in a solid medium making
calculations possible to obtain of for example the loss of

12

Augoyard, J.F/Torgue, H. (2009), Sonic Experience – A Guide
to Everyday Sounds, p. 5.
13
Blesser, B., Salter, L.R. (2007), Spaces speak are you
listening?, p 12.
14
More about WSP, see page 36.
15
Truax, B. (2001), p.p. 11-12

energy when sound waves move over physical distances or
bounce between obstacles and finally disappear. What the
11

Kang, J. (2007), Urban Sound Environment, p. 1
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The philosopher of communication theory, Marshall

by the way that the space changes a sound’s spectrum,

McLuhan, wrote The Medium is the Massage in 1967, in

intensity and temporal sequence”. 21

which he questions the domination of the visual sense in

In the current study, it became evident that it was crucial to

Western society and pleads for an integration of all our

pay close attention to the time aspect, as the act of site-

sensory modalities to adapt to and keep up with the quick

specific location and translocation turned out to be an

developments of media and communication industry at that

efficient strategy to distinguish and identify various sonic

time. McLuhan describes the ear world as a world of

spaces and understand their differences in relation to one

simultaneous relationships:

another as well as to the given context. This has required a

“We hear sounds from everywhere, without ever having to

comparative and relational approach when studying and

focus. Sounds come from “above”, from “below”, from “in

reflecting upon the gathered qualitative research material of

front”, from “behind us”, from our “right”, to our ”left”. We

all the interconnected sites of the case study. Moving

can’t shut out sounds automatically. We simply are not

around in an urban environment generates a sense of

equipped with earlids. Where a visual space is an

variation through the very act of transition and bodily

organized continuum of a uniformed connected kind, the

displacement in space. How this effect or consequence is

ear world is a world of simultaneous relationships.” 16

created and shaped at every given moment depends on
how urban sonic space is constituted and what kind of life

Centuries and even millennia of centration on the eye and

(activities/events) it contains as well as how various urban

our visual sense in the Western world is today a well-

sonic spaces are available and possible to access.

questioned and conceded fact.17 An increased focus on our

Through the act of transition, one place distinguishes itself

other senses has, however, gained a wider interest over

from another through major or minor changes and

the last few decades, along with modern and post-modern

contrasts in the surrounding environment. Our eyes, ears

developments in western society. The medium of sound

and our entire bodies are experts at distinguishing and

also gained increased interest within many scholarly fields

identifying these distinctions and changes, more or less

due to these paradigmatic changes as the qualities

consciously. Sounds emanating from activities that take

inherent in sound - transparent, fluid, mobile, socially

place around us and are generated by us, and it is also

connected – fit it well with the new ideas belonging to postmodern philosophies and discourses.

18

crucial to take into account the plethora of changes in the

So, the medium of

urban sonic structure we experience while moving between

our interest is an evasive and translocational one, always

locations when we wish to understand how sound and

on the move to somewhere else and always generated by

space interact and behave and how these factors are

some sort of activity. “Sound is activity, event, and

constantly being produced, i.e. when we want to

communication” as the Swedish architect, musicologist,

understand the formation of what also can be called an

19

researcher Catharina Dyrssen rightly points out.

ambiance or an atmosphere.22
“…an atmosphere can be defined as a space-time qualified

2.2.2 Moving through urban sonic space

from a sensory point of view. It related to the sensing and
feeling of a place. Each ambience involves a specific mood

An emerging sound signal follows certain physical rules of

expressed in the material presence of things and embodied

development, the envelope, known as attack, body and

in the way of being of city dwellers. Thus, ambience is both

decay which evolves over time and is experienced

subjective and objective: it involves the lived experience of

differently depending on what kind of sounds are at stake

people as well as the built environment of place.” 23

in a particular spatial context and where the listening
position is situated or translocated.20 Sound is a

According to the philosopher Gernot Böhme, an ambience

phenomenon directly bound to time as well as to space and

or atmosphere can be investigated by focusing on the

it is possible to claim that “(…) we hear aural architecture
21

Blesser, B., Salter, L.R. (2007), Spaces speak are you
listening?, p 17.
22
Ambience and atmosphere are more or less equivalent
concepts often used interchangeably. The concept of
atmosphere and ambience is nowadays widely used within the
commercial industry of sound design and the entertainment
industry, such as in film production. Today, this is a growing
knowledge field that can be studied at academic levels in a broad
array of disciplines. The sonic dimension constitutes one
important part of an ambience and it is hence considered a
scientific concept. (Hellström, B. (2011, p. 181).
23
Thibaud, J.P. (2011), A Sonic Paradigm of Urban Ambiances,
in Journal of Sonic Studies, nr 1.

16

McLuhan, M. (1967, 1996), The Medium is the Massage, p.111
Levin, D.M. (ed.), (1993), “Modernity and the Hegemony of
Vision”.
18
Hellström, B. (2003), Noise Design, p.12, Dyrssen, C. (2007),
Stadens rytmer: rummet och tiden, in Byggnadshistorisk tidskrift,
nr 57, p.p. 59-72.
19
Ibid, p. 59.
20
Schafer, M. (1994,1977), The Soundscape – Our sonic
environment and the tuning of the world, p. 129.
17
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qualities radiating from objects (light, sound for example)

as you constantly are bombarded by sounds from the

instead of merely the physical properties of an object:

outside that flood your perceptive systems non-stop.

“…atmospheres are, as we said, examined by reference to

Adding to this temporality, the dimension of time, as one of
the basic conditions for the existence of sound, renders this

what produces them, i.e. objects, their qualities,

subject even more complicated.

arrangements, light, sound, etc. The decisive factor,
however, especially as regards the ontology of objects, is

It is the symbiosis of these parameters – an experiencing

that the concern is not with the properties of the object, but

subject, the surrounding environment and all the sounds

rather with the qualities via which the object projects itself

that emanate from activities (human, natural, animal,

into a space.” 24

technological) at specific locations that generate certain
sound qualities in a specific spatio-temporal context.27

When we try to understand the way an atmosphere is
generated, we have to consider the interaction between the

Talking about ambiences or atmospheres is one way to

built environment and the social practices it enables and

address the invisible qualities of sound in space, while

25

relies on.

“Sound and ambiance enable us to emphasize

emphasising the concept of sound quality is another way,

the “in-between” and the “in the-middle”, and through them

where the aspect of sound is ultimately in focus at the

a relational thought can develop”. 26

expense of the other sensory modalities. Working with the
concept of atmosphere or ambience would obviously also
be an interesting path to follow in this research study, but

2.2.3 Active conditional agents

as the aim of this case has a structural and pragmatic
character that strives for the applicability and usage of the

The urban sonic space can be understood as a continuous

explored methods for qualitative sound analysis, the

entity containing numerous coexisting parts. This perceived

concept of ambience/atmosphere has been consciously

and experienced reality is made up of uncountable

avoided in the explorations and implementations for the

interacting elements, which some of them are constantly

sake of limiting the subject of inquiry and to maintain the

changing while others remain stable. Changing elements in

focus on the sonic dimension.

this context can be described as the activity or movement

At this point, it is necessary to introduce the concept of

of, for example, humans, nature, animals, weather, time of

spatio-sonic, a notion that has emerged and proved useful

day, seasons and other time-related cycles and events.

during the production of the licentiate thesis. Its usefulness
In this context, stable elements can be understood as our

lies in the way it acts as a unifying concept for describing

material surroundings, such as the planned, designed and

the idea of belonging to both space and sound, or

built structures of architectonic space. By architectonic

space/sound. The concept also naturally includes the

space, I mean the constructed environment as a whole, not

temporal dimension, as sound as physical phenomenon is

solely the architectonic artifact as such.

always bound to time, which also is a phenomenon

Sound is both situated and dislocated. We are the

experienced through our sensing bodies in relation to time-

producers/senders and the receivers of sound at the same

contingent factors bound to matters of exposure.

time, and we are constantly connected to a situation, to an

Henceforth, spatio-sonic will be utilized in the thesis as a

environment. A triangular relation is established between

unifying concept and communicational tool, addressing the

the producer/sender, receiver and the environment. As a

simultaneous relationship between the existence of

receiver, you attend to what is happening around you with

contents, the spatial context and temporal features. These

your whole body. Very low sounds are perceived as tactile

parameters are regarded as the three basic pillars crucial

sensations, as touch, as the waves from low frequency

to the creation of urban sonic space and its changing

sounds are not discernible by the ear and are perceived

qualities and they are referred to as the active conditional

through the haptic sensory system instead.

agents in this thesis. The fourth parameter of this triangular

As a sender/producer, you generate sound through your

relation is the sonic experience that connects the outcome

internally and externally moving body, creating vibrations

of the active conditional agents into a coherent experiential

that are emitted by your bodily domains at the same time

entity. The fourth parameter relates to the exposure to and
participation in urban sonic space by someone or
something through the act of physical transition through, or

24

Böhme, G. (2000), Acoustic Atmospheres – a Contribution to
the Study of Ecological Aesthetics in Soundscape - The Journal
of Acoustic Ecology, volume 1, nr 1, p. 14.
25
Hellström, B. (2003), p. 146.
26
Thibaud, J.P. (2011), A Sonic Paradigm of Urban Ambiances,
in Journal of Sonic Studies, nr 1.

immobility in, various architectural and natural spaces.
27

The concept spatio-temporal can be defined as belonging to
both space and time or space/time. Oxford Dictionary Online
(accessed 141520).
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2.3 The field

Ecology WFAE (Canada) and The International Ambience
Network (France). Academic affiliations with researchers
currently or formerly engaged in this subject can be found

Today, sound studies are a scattered field heavily divided

worldwide, in Finland, Denmark, Sweden, England,

between many disciplines.28 As the phenomenon of sound

Germany, Italy, Portugal, France, Australia, USA, Canada,

is complex and relates to a range of physical, cultural,

Japan, and South Korea, to name a few countries. Worthy

social and biological aspects, it can also be studied from a

of mention are educational facilities such as the University

plentitude of angles such as acoustics, audiology,

of Copenhagen (Denmark), Chalmers University of

architecture, art, culture studies, landscape architecture,

Technology (Sweden), Instituto Superior Técnico

neuroscience, medical studies, musicology, philosophy,

(Portugal), Konstfack University College of Arts, Crafts and

psycho-acoustics, social sciences, urban planning and

Design (Sweden), Swedish University of Agriculture

design, to name a few. Among these, applied acoustics is

Sciences (Sweden), Royal Institute of Technology KTH

the far most extensive and widely spread disciplinary field

(Sweden), University of Sheffield (England), Simon Fraser

within the genre today. As a scholarly subject, an interest in

University (Canada), McGill University (Canada), and the

studying the sonic environment in more ways than from an

CRESSON Centre for research on sonic space and urban

acoustical perspective began to appear in academic

environment (France).

contexts during the twentieth century, due to changes in

Since the nineteen nineties, shifting attitudes towards this

the sonic environment, technical inventions and new

subject among concerned parties and stakeholders are

29

modes of listening.

discernible at a governmental and municipal level in, for

I would like to return to the basic problems of this field of

example, Sweden and the EU.30 As a result, ongoing and

research and practice described at the beginning of the

finished research projects in this subject area are

thesis. At present, the pertinent authorities and other

increasing, and so is the possibility to obtain funding from

involved stakeholders engaged in securing sustainable

well-respected organizations and trust funds to perform

urban development that contains healthy and well-

research and extend the current means and methods for

functioning life environments remain largely mired in the

working with sound in the environment.31 One explanation

idea that architecture is equivalent to the physical structure

for the current rise in interest is that we currently witnessing

of built artifacts, and they do not pay sufficient attention to

the augmenting of worldwide urbanization processes. This

the complexity of experiential phenomena that we

means that questions arise at an international level

encounter in all sorts of natural, planned and constructed

concerning how to work with sound quality in dense urban

environments. The sonic dimension of an architectural

contexts and how to integrate these questions into the core

experience is one such phenomenon. As a consequence,

of architecture and urban planning practices as well as

these questions are unfortunately often omitted from the

other concerned municipal and environmental enterprises.

creative agenda of architectural, urban planning and

An example hereof is the recently concluded joint project

design-oriented practices. Understanding and handling

“The Sound of the City – cooperation and methods for

architecture from an expanded perspective at a political or

enhanced urban quality”, an interdisciplinary pilot between

legislative level as well as at a disciplinary practice-based

several Swedish municipal enterprises, governmental

level, by extending the definition of architectural quality to

authorities and private co-actors for developing alternative

also include temporal aspects of the architectural

strategies for approaching the need for urban development

experience, will be a challenge for future experts to solve

in harbor areas characterized by high sound levels. In this

and handle.

pilot project, one of the proposed strategies was to use

Today, organizations and affiliations involved in knowledge

acoustic design and strategic planning to find viable

development or research on sound in space in relation to

solutions to a problematic urban situation.32

perceptual and sensory modalities can be found all over
the world, but they are still limited in numbers and

30

Initiating guidelines, action plans, legislations and directives at
international and national level to decrease and control noise
emissions in human settlements is a clear indication of this shift,
the launching of the European noise directive in 2002, is one
such example.
31
For example COST-action TD0804 on Soundscape of
European Cities and Landscapes (EU), the MISTRA- research
project of Soundscape support to Health (VINNOVA, Vägverket),
Acoustic Design Artifacts and Methods for Urban Soundscapes
(Swedish Research Council).
32
http://hplus.helsingborg.se/om-hplus/pagaendeprojekt/samexistens/stadens-ljud (accessed 160314).

magnitude. Associations actively working with these
questions are, for example, the World Forum for Acoustic
28

Hellström, B. (2003), Noise Design, p.14
See for example Emily Thompson’s The Soundscape of
Modernity (2002) and Karin Bijsterveld’s Mechanical Sound
(2011) for a more thorough account of the background and
implications of historical paradigmatic changes of sound culture
in western societies.
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An important and inspirational arena of explorative

2.3.1 Two complementary approaches to urban

research and practice in this field is the artistic one.

sound research and practice

Currently, debates and innovative method developments of
As discussed above, we are increasingly exposed to urban

how to work in a proactive, creative and professional
manner with the qualities of sound in complex architectural

situations characterized by quick growth as well as a higher

environments are taking place in research and pilot

density in terms of buildings and activities deriving from as
varied sources as people, technology, transport,

projects focusing on artistic means for extending this

advertising and trade, than ever before.38

knowledge field. The Urban Sound Institute (USIT) is a

Qualitative studies and research on sound in the

Swedish interdisciplinary research group that works with

architectural environment entered the scene during the late

sound art, sound design, and urban sound environments

nineteen sixties and early seventies. Two assemblies in

through explorative studies, exhibitions and collaborative

particular can be discerned that have closely related, yet

workshops, operating from such varied perspectives as

diverging, ways of approaching urban sonic space. These

architecture, composition, musicology, city planning and

two research perspectives were founded at around the

33

technology, to name an example.

same time, as a reaction to certain aspects and effects of
In Stockholm, a research team from Stockholm University

modern society and also in criticism of the policies for

(Mats Nilsson, Östen Axelsson, Maria Rådsten) Konstfack

urban planning strategies and ideals at the time. As the

(Björn Hellström) and Gösta Ekmans Laboratory (Peter

field of qualitative research on sound in architectural space

Lundén) explored and investigated how the addition of site-

is a limited and fairly young in academic circles, these two

specific sound art installations could affect the experience

qualitative research perspectives need to be further

of the qualitative aspects of the city park of Mariatorget in

explained.

Stockholm, where daytime sound intensities were far too

In the late nineteen sixties, the Canadian composer

loud.34

Raymond Murray Schafer introduced the term

Gunnar Cerwén, landscape architect and researcher

“soundscape” in his work as lecturer at Canada’s Simon

explored the possibilities to actively work with sound in

Fraser University; a term that would be widespread some

urban public outdoor spaces from the perspective of

forty years later. Functioning as a unifying concept for

landscape architecture in his doctoral thesis Sound in

describing sound in environmental contexts by also taking

Landscape Architecture – a Soundscape Approach to

into account perceptual, social and aesthetic aspects of

Noise.35

sound as well, it has been adopted by the general public as

Åsa Stierna is a Swedish sound artist who also pursues

well. Today, the term soundscape is a well-recognized and

research on the implementation of sound installations in

widely utilized concept when talking about the sonic

public urban space and how such additions can be used as

environment. However, the term is not a neutral one with

a permanent and positive feature of public urban spaces.

regard to the context in which it was coined. At the time,

She is currently working on a doctoral thesis on the subject

Schafer reacted strongly to the problem of noise pollution

at Chalmers University of Technology.

due to modern lifestyle.

36

Another example of an explorative approach to working

“The soundscape of the world is changing. Modern man is

with the existence of urban sound was initiated by the

beginning to inhabit a world with an acoustic environment

Municipality of Dublin and led by the sound artist and

radically different from any he has hitherto known. These

researcher Sven Andersson, who engaged several artists

new sounds, which differ in quality and intensity from those

in a cooperative project with people who lived in the city on

of the past, have alerted many researchers to the dangers

the subject of ameliorating the quality of the outdoor sonic

of an indiscriminate and imperialistic spread of more and

environment of central Dublin through artistic interventions

larger sounds into every corner of man’s life. Noise

on site.37

pollution is now a world problem.” 39

33

He promoted an orchestration of the sonic environment, the

Dyrssen, C. (ed.), Ljud och andra rum/ Sound and other
spaces (2014), http://usit.nu (accessed 160518).
34
”Akustiska designartefakter och metoder för urbana
ljudlandskap” (research project funded by Vetenskaprådet 20082010).
35
Cerwén, G. (2017), Sound in Landscape Architecture – a
Soundscape Approach to Noise (doctoral thesis), Swedish
University of Agriculture Science.
36
http://asastjerna.se (accessed 160314).
37
http://map.minorarchitecture.org (accessed 160314).

soundscape, as one would do with a musical composition,
with nature itself as the ideal role model. As Schafer put it
38

Dyrssen, C. (2007), Stadens rytmer: rummet och ljuden,
Byggnadshistorisk tidskrift nr. 54, p. 60.
Stewart, J. (2011), Why Noise Matters, p.p. 11-14.
39
Ibid. p.3.
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himself: “The world is a macromusic composition”.40 The

However, as a clear set of preferences for what can be

most important aspect of all, he says, is that we start to

considered a good or bad soundscape exists - implicitly, as

listen and to open our ears for the surrounding and ever-

well as explicitly – this means that the concept becomes

existing soundscape and decide what we want to listen to.

ideologically charged, as it indicates aesthetic preferences
for certain kind of environments.46 As Jean- Francois

“Which sounds do we want to preserve, encourage and

Augoyard and Henry Torgue point out in their book Sonic

multiply? When we know this, the boring or destructive

Experience – A Guide to Everyday Sounds:

sounds will be conspicuous enough and we will know why
we must eliminate them” 41

“…the term soundscape does not simply refer to a sound
environment”; more specifically, it refers to what is

Along with Barry Truax, Hildegard Westerkamp and his

perceptible as an aesthetic unit in a sound milieu. Shapes

fellow colleagues at the Simon Fraser University, Schafer

that are thus perceived can be analyzed because they

initiated the World Soundscape Project (WSP), that

seem to be integrated in a composition with very selective

sought to describe and understand the changes that the

criteria. One of the criteria – the selection of “hi-fi”

modern sonic environment had undertaken through

soundscapes – is justified from both an aesthetic and an

42

qualitative research methods. Their main focus was put

educational perspective. (---) However, the application of

on sounds that in one way or another were becoming less

criteria of clarity and precision discredits a number of

frequent due to modern development and urban growth.

everyday urban situations impregnated with blurred and

In 1977, Schafer wrote “The Soundscape – Our sonic

hazy (not to say uproarious) sound environments, which

environment and the tuning of the world”, a key piece within

would belong to the “lo-fi” category. We must therefore

the genre that heralded a growing interest for sound as an

question whether, other than for the fields of aesthetic

environmental quality. The book promotes the positive

analysis, creation and conservation, the use of the term

potential of an undervalued sonic environment

soundscape remains useful and pertinent.” 47

(soundscape) and proposes strategies for establishing two
new disciplines: acoustic ecology and acoustic design.43

This is the reason why I chose not to use the concept of

It also reflects the spirit of the time in which it was written, a

soundscape actively in my thesis. Instead, I use the notions

time when an ecological and environmental consciousness

of sonic environment or sonic space as they do not connote

began to grow strong, explaining why it had great impact

any specific aesthetic or value-oriented preference. Apart

on the knowledge development of the genre. The book

from the term soundscape, a wide range of other concepts

communicates a value system that, to some extent, is still

have been developed within the WSP and some of them

present among scholars and others involved in soundscape

have relevancy in this project and have been integrated in

research and practice.44

the case study as one of the utilized tactics, along with

Schaefer’s definition of soundscape is simple:

relevant terminology developed at the Institute Cresson Centre for Research on Sonic Space & Urban

“Soundscape: the sonic environment. Technically any

Environment, Grenoble.

portion of the sonic environment regarded as a field of
study. The term may refer to actual environments, or to

The World Soundscape Project evolved over the years and

abstract constructions such as musical compositions and

grew into an international community that in 1993 resulted

tape montages, particularly when considered as an

in the founding of an official soundscape network: the

environment.” 45

World Forum for Acoustic Ecology (WFAE).48 The
association has its principle center in Canada, and is today

40

represented at several other places around the world, such

Ibid. p. 5.
41
Ibid. p. 4.
42
An example hereof is their qualitative research study of the
soundscape of five European Villages accomplished in 1975 and
revisited in 2009 by Helmi Järviluoma and her soundscape
research team. Järviluoma, H. (2009), Acoustic Environments in
Change.
43
“Ecology is the study of relationships between living organisms
and their environment. Acoustic Ecology is therefore the study of
sound in relationship to life and society.(…) Acoustic ecology (…)
is the basic study which must precede acoustic design.” Schafer,
(1994, 1977), p. 205.
44
See for example the EU initiated research project COST action
TD0804 on Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes.
http://www.cost.eu/COST_Actions/tud/Actions/TD0804
45
Schafer, R.M. (1994, 1977), p. 274

as Australia, Finland, Ireland, Japan, United Kingdom, and
USA. Within the World Soundscape Project WSP and the
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Recently a new and more neutral definition of the concept was
launched as part of the ISO 12913-1:2014 Acoustics Soundscape Part I: Definition and Conceptual Framework:
“Soundscape: the acoustic environment as perceived or
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47
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48
http://wfae.net (accessed 160518).
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network of World Forum for Acoustic Ecology, WFAE, one

knowledge-building going on at Cresson. A core feature is

can notice a preference for sounds that are considered to

their aim to understand the inner structure of the physical

be “authentic” and “natural”, as those sounds indicate the

behaviors and social dimensions of sound without having

uniqueness of a particular place, a particular action or

predetermined preferences for certain kinds of sonic

event appearing in a particular site-specific context.

environments.
Over the last 15 years, the Institute has broadened their

Another kind of approach to environmental sound research

field of interest and “sensitive approach of the built

and practice is applied at the CRESSON (Centre for

environment” to also include questions of light, odors,

research on sonic space and urban environment) in

touch, and heat, through the establishment of the

France, an independent faculty at the school of

International Ambience Network:

Architecture in Grenoble founded in 1979. Cresson is the
largest research laboratory in the world (even though it is

“The International Ambiances Network aims at structuring

rather small) focusing on sound as one important

and developing the research field of architectural and

parameter in the perception of urban space along with the

urban ambiances. It wishes to promote the sensory domain

other sensorial modalities, and where the notion of

in the questioning and design of lived space. (…) The

ambience has become a unifying concept. The research

International Ambiances Network favors multisensoriality

pursued at the Institute is multifarious and includes input

and pluridisciplinarity (human and social sciences;

from various knowledge disciplines, such as applied

architecture and urban planning; engineering and applied

acoustics, architecture, culture studies, engineering, social

physics). It is open to a wide variety of profiles and includes

sciences, and urban planning, to name a few.

research activities as well as design, teaching or artistic

The Swiss researcher and urban planner Pascal Amphoux,

ones.” 50

who is actively involved at Cresson, stresses in his treatise
L´identité sonore des villes Européennes, written in 1993,

One of the basic theoretical and practice-based

that there are three different modes of listening to the sonic

foundations of Cresson has it source in the musical and

world, which are essential for understanding the sonic

theoretical works of the French composer Pierre Schaeffer

identity of a given place: listening, hearing and sensing.

(1910-1995). Schaeffer’s complex systematization of sound

These correspond further to three identified orders of the

phenomena along with his musical explorations and

sonic world; the sonic environment, the sonic milieu and

experimentations using new technology (the tape recorder)

the sonic landscape, which in turn are directly bound to

made the way for introducing the concept of “sound object”

certain spatial, social and perceptual criteria which have

(“object sonore”), the smallest constitutional part of a sound

constituted the basic foundation for the classification

which may represent any sound in the environment.51 Or as

system of sonic effects developed at the institute.

the French musicologist composer and theoretician Michel

A great deal of emphasis is put on the constitution of sound

Chion describe its definition in Guide des objets sonores:

and its physical propagation and vibrational quality in
space, connected to perceptual and social matters. Central

“What one denotes a sound object is every phenomenon

to the research and tutorial work at Cresson is the question

and sound event perceived as an entity, as a coherent

of what kinds of effect different urban sonic

whole, that is listened to and apprehended through

situations/spaces/propagations have on us. Through

reduced listening and independently of its origin of

collective research endeavours conducted over several

provenance or signification.” 52

decades, a system of interdisciplinary concepts, or tools,
has been developed that may fulfil three criteria:

Schaeffer was inspired by the Italian futurist and composer

“interdisciplinary; suitability to the scale of the urban

Luigi Russolo and his manifesto “The Art of Noises” from

situations; and capacity to integrate dimensions beyond

1913. He considered the sounds of the environment,

aesthetic design.”

49

especially the everyday ones, from a composer’s

Striving to describe urban acoustic space from a

perspective – he saw them as musical material. Thanks to

perspective that does not pass judgement on the basics of

the development of new recording techniques, he

an urban environment, its “life”, but instead embraces its

immortalized sonic material from everyday situations all

various and sometimes contradictive constitutional parts, is

over Paris. Through electric recording devices and tape-

an important feature of the theoretical and operative

50

http://www.ambiances.net/home.html (accessed 150119).
Augoyard, J.F./Torgue, T. (2006), p. 6.
52
Chion, P, (1983), Guide des objets sonores, p. 34, (my
translation).
51

49

Augoyard, J.F./Torgue, T. (2006), p.p. 6-9
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montages it was possible for him to cut and paste,

This document focuses primary on the negative effects of

reconstruct and deconstruct, study and analyze the sonic

sound exposure on the human health and the question of

material in an off–site situation, and listen to the gathered

how to develop and improve methods for taking control

sounds separated from their original context. This was the

over noise emission as well as pointing out important

starting point for the revolution of electronic music.

directions for further research. It is interesting to notice the

Compositions based on real, concrete sound events were

recurring use of the word noise in this official document.

now being able to be translocated and replaced in time and

Only when the authors describe the existence of the

space. Schaeffer called the compositions emerging from

phenomenon of sonic vibrations of our communities in a

this method for musique concrète (concrete music) in which

more general, descriptive, sense do they use the word

recorded sound objects constituted the basic musical

sound instead of noise. As the document serves as

material and where the focus was on sonic texture and

guidance for describing strategies of how to manage an

sonic quality perceived through what Schaeffer calls

identified and growing adverse problem in society, it seems

reduced listening where the perception and understanding

like a questionable choice to extensively use a word with

of the sound object is separated from its source of origin

negative connotations. It is also worth reflecting on the

and is thereby dispossessed of its semantic meaning. It is

prominence a simple word may gain if it is present at the

possible to claim that Pierre Schaeffer had a somewhat

right place at the right time. Today, the WHO document is

clinical approach to sound and a laboratory way of treating

treated as a generic, international guideline addressing

the recorded sonic material. This approach was the starting

responsible authorities worldwide. As it is referred to in

point of his musicological elaborated classification system

academic texts and used as basic data for legal action, it is

described in Traité des objets musicaux.53 The naming of

easy to understand why we see so little conceptual

sound objects was for Schaeffer a prerequisite before

variation in professional discourses and activities

placing them in a theoretical context.

54

concerning the management of environmental sound.

This new theory of sound came to influence composers

Alternative vocabularies of how to describe the complexity

and sound/music theorists for a long time to come,

of urban sonic environments are not sufficiently

particularly within the field of electroacoustic music and it

represented in key documents, key strategies, etc. today

also influenced the founder of Institute Cresson Pascal

and are therefore not spread to those environments where

Amphoux and his fellow colleagues.

such knowledge potentially could, and should be,
developed and integrated. When the focus is centered on
measurements, calculations, standards and the

2.3.2 International guidelines and
dominating concepts

problematic aspects of sound exposure and by seeing

The World Health Organization, WHO, has since 1980

mechanical or technical) activities, it is possible to

dealt with the problem of community noise, which is

understand the constraints a creative development of

another word for environmental noise, residential noise or

offensive design-strategies for handling the sonic

domestic noise. In the preface to the Guidelines to

environment has to coop with. Though, it is interesting to

Community Noise launched by WHO in 2000 and that still

notice a change of tone in the last paragraph of the

serves as an important document of guidance for policy-

document in which WHO points at future research topics.

makers and other stakeholders at an international, regional

Under the heading of “Research into positive acoustical

and local level worldwide, the authors wrote:

needs of the general population and vulnerable groups”,

“Health-based guidelines on community noise can serve as

another perspective is presented:

urban sounds as a negative bi-product of certain (often

the basis for deriving noise standards within a framework of



Development of techniques/protocols for the design

noise management. Key issues of noise management

of supportive acoustical environments for the

include abatement options; models for forecasting and for

general population and for vulnerable groups. The

assessing source control action; setting noise emission

protocols should take into account time periods that

standards for existing and planned sources; noise

are sensitive from physiological, psychological and

exposure assessment; and testing the compliance of noise

socio-cultural perspectives.

exposure with noise emission standards.” 55



Studies to characterize good “restoration areas”
which provide the possibility for rest without an

53

Schaeffer, P. (1966), Traité des objets musiceaux.
54
Augoyard, J.F./Torgue, T. (2006), p. 6.
55
Preface Guidelines for Community Noise (2000), World
Health Organization, Geneva

adverse noise load.
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Studies to assess the effectiveness of noise policies

perspective already exists. So why don’t we work more with

in maintaining and improving soundscapes and

this issue on a broad professional scale, spanning from

reducing human exposures.

acousticians and architects to urban planners and
designers, neuroscientists and medical researchers to
environmentalists, psycho-acousticians and sound artists to

Here we can notice an integration of a more positive

sociologists and sound-culture experts as well as policy

vocabulary when talking about “positive acoustic needs”,

makers and other authorities?

“supportive acoustical environments”, “good restoration
areas” and “improving soundscapes” as important aspects

One of the explanations is that professional undertakings

to look into further and to deepen our knowledge about.

with sounds in urban environments mainly engages
disciplines dealing with measurements, numbers and noise

The document Guidelines for Community Noise leaves us

standards. It is not a subject of concern for the majority of

with a quite open-ended reflection on the particularities of

design-oriented practitioners within architectural and urban

sound experience in complex architectural spaces, a

planning contexts, apart from keeping projects within legal

reflection that resounds with the intentions of this thesis:

normative threshold values of accepted sound-pressure

“The human ear and lower auditory system continuously

levels for indoor or outdoor environments.

receive stimuli from the world around us. However, this

The problem is not primarily about a lack of interest, it is

does not mean that all the acoustical inputs are necessarily

due to ignorance of tools for description, communication

disturbing or have harmful effects. This is because the

and operation as well as the lack of outspoken strategies of

auditory nerve provides activating impulses to the brain that

what to do, how and why.

enable us to regulate the vigilance and wakefulness
necessary for optimal performance. On the other hand,

“Sonic environment issues are in general a low priority in

there are scientific reports that a completely silent world

the design of products, dwellings and outdoor places. The

can have harmful effects, because of sensory deprivation.

dominant discipline today is without doubt physical
acoustics, which in fact has a kind of monopoly as a

Thus, both too little sound and too much sound can be

discipline for sound consultants in the design of new

harmful. For this reason, people should have the right to

buildings and outdoor environments.”

57

decide for themselves the quality of the acoustical
It is clear that subjects of concern embracing the unseen

environment they live in.” 56

and subtle part of our existence have problems bridging the
WHO states in this paragraph that the possibility of

gap between real life, academic contexts and responsible,

choosing what kind of acoustical environment the individual

executive authorities. An extended, qualitative-oriented

wants to be part of is something that should be regarded as

understanding of sound in architectural environments is a

a right. As the quality of the sonic environment is directly

subject that still meets resistance in fixed, established

connected to social and health related aspects which are of

professional structures, as hard and measurable values by

paramount importance for the wellbeing on an individual

tradition are easier to accept and handle than soft and

level, this is something the experts at the World Health

more uncertain ones, like qualitatively based information.

Organization obviously are aware of.
However it may seem, the outlook is not merely dystopian.
However, this recommendation requires the existence of a

Alternative approaches to dominant reductionist views on

possibility of choice; a choice that presupposes the ability

urban sound slowly enter the arena thanks to enthusiastic

to choose between different urban spaces characterized by

practitioners, scholars and researchers in several adjacent

various sonic qualities. Today we are far from such a

and related knowledge fields such as music, art,

reality.

architecture, urbanism, sociology, psychology, ecology,
communication theory and philosophy. These explorative

2.3.3 Hegemony of measures and numbers

initiatives have resulted in several interdisciplinary and

It is highly interesting that much of the basic, as well the

crossover treatises, discussions and practices on sound,

advanced, knowledge of what we can do to achieve a

space and experience.58

certain sonic quality at a specific location, and why it is
important to deal with these questions from a design
56

Point 4.1 in the Guidelines for Community Noise, (2000). World
Health Organization, Geneva.
(http://www.who.int/docstore/peh/noise/guidelines2.html)

57
58
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Hellström, B. (2003), Noise Design, p. 14.
See page 35 and bibliography for examples.

2.3.4 The noise map

can be used for making noise-abating moves at certain

The most commonly used definition of noise is “undesirable

areas and functions also, more and more often, as basic
data affecting the real estate values in urban areas.62

sound”. This is also the most widespread way of speaking

Studying colourful noise maps is not enough to produce

and thinking about sound in the environment today, as

satisfying answers, or even to generate the right kind of

something unwanted and problematic. When it comes to

questions about how to understand and design urban sonic

the prevailing knowledge exchange and action plans

spaces. By using this data as descriptors of the complex

among executive professionals, discussions to a great

qualities of urban sonic space, these ‘tools’ immediately

extent revolve around sound pressure levels (dB levels).

prove to be too imprecise and too general in their

This is troubling, since it results in a one-dimensional

performance to be able to function as the only basic data.

understanding and handling of complex sonic realities

This factuality has been criticized and confirmed by several

among concerned key-groups, an understanding

researchers coming from other fields than physical

manifested and materialized in the construction and making

acoustics, and is the underlying theme of this thesis.63

use of noise maps.59
The aim of noise maps is to indicate measured and
calculated sound pressure levels of outdoor spaces in
order to enable comparisons and noise-abating
strategies.60 Analysed areas are coloured in bright colours
using a spectra between green and purple that
corresponds to certain intervals of the dB scale.
Parameters that are taken into account include the
estimated amount of road, train and airborne traffic at
different times of the day, including the dimensions of, and
distances between, built structures. The intensity of sound
pressure is measured in decibel (dB) and it is evaluated
through a logarithmic scale implying that a rise of 10 dB

The 2004 noise map of Stockholm (Miljöförvaltningen,
Stockholm Environment Department)

means that the pressure of energy is10 times higher and is
experienced as a doubling of loudness. The dB (A) scale is
adjusted to the conditions of human hearing and therefore

Obviously, urban spaces and their interrelations do not let

measures down to 20 Hz, the lowest perceivable frequency

themselves be that easily captured. We are in need of

for the human ear as a way to imitate the human hearing

other, complementary tools to describe the gray areas of

system. The A curve does not take into account low-

urban environments and their sonic qualities.

frequency sounds below 20 Hz, which are highly present in

Above all, noise is a dualistic concept that fits well with the

contemporary urban situations due to the widespread use

reduced acoustic comprehension in connection with noise

of combustion engines, various forms of technical

maps. If we are interested in other and complementary

equipment, construction work etc. As a point of reference,

definitions to the notions of quiet or noisy, we realise that

20 dB is what a whisper indicates on a decibel meter,

these maps communicate a severe lack of important

compared to traffic at a busy city street which measures

components. The components lacking, as mentioned

approx. 60 dB with peaks at 90 dB when a truck is passing

above, are the ones describing what kind of acoustic space

at a close distance. 140 dB is the pain threshold level for

a certain place communicates to a visitor, an inhabitant, or

the human ear.61

someone working in an area, including how it feels, how

This strategy is efficient and rewarding in many ways; we

different sonic effects affects us, and how we act and

can instantly localise problematic neighbourhoods, also

behave in an urban sonic space that constantly changes

known as “black spots”, in terms of a high magnitude of

and recreates itself.

sound levels as well as potentially quiet areas. These maps
62

Stewart, J. (2011), Kreutzfeldt, J. (2011), p.p. 67-79.
An example hereof is the Swedish interdisciplinary research
program MISTRA – Soundscape Support to Health,
(www.mistra.org) that worked with the psycho-acoustic
perspective of sound exposure in urban environments. Another
example is the research of sonic environments connected to
Institute Cresson in Grenoble and WFAE and also the EUfinanced COST action program: COST Action TD 0804,
Soundscape of European Cities and Landscapes
(www.soundscape-cost.org).

59

63

See for example the EU-initiated Environmental Noise
Directive that has been in use in Sweden since 2004
(Directive/2002/49/EG). The directive prescribes a compulsory
mapping of measured and calculated sound-pressure levels for
every European city and region with more than 250,000
inhabitants.
60
See report: On the implementation of the Environmental Noise
Directive 2002/49/EC from the European Commission (2012).
61
More on how the noise map was used in this work, see p. 75.
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The Swedish urban sound researcher and acoustic-

sound quality in an urban context can be connected to the

designer Björn Hellström reflects upon the

notions sonic identity and sonic ambiance:

conceptualization and understanding of noise in a different

“A keyword is, thus, quality in that a certain urban place

way:

has a characteristic sonic identity and the city on the whole

“When investigating the concept of noise not only as

produces a specific sonic ambiance. To picture the identity

‘unwanted sound’ (its most common meaning), one

one must, according to Amphoux, take the given acoustics,

discovers that noise possesses qualitative information. This

the action and perception into consideration, which means

leads to a paradoxical situation since it suggests an

that one has to integrate different knowledge fields when

opposite understanding of noise. It is thus a question of

decoding the quality of sound.” 69

emphasis.” 64

The notion of quality in this context has the potential of

He also stresses that: “…treating noise as unwanted

acting on a communicational level, unifying aspects of

implies the denial of all its immanent qualities.” 65

description and operation. It has the capability of focusing
on different nuances of information that can be useful and

A common view is that sound is something we need to

relevant in the description of an urban environment,

handle with defensive strategies, a misunderstanding that

bringing forth aspects of tactility, spatiality, visuality,

implies defensive attitude towards urban sounds in general

orientation or changes in the perception of sound and

and restricted possibilities of urban design in particular. 66

space for example.

One way to get away from this impasse is to pay attention
to and understand the grayscale of the urban fabric and its

When talking about acoustic or sonic quality, the emphasis

qualitative and transient values, not only the extremes; loud

is obviously on the resounding aspect of the reality

or quiet, purple and green.

experienced, and when talking about urban sound quality,
we arrive at the integration of complex, spatial and

It is possible to regard the two contrasting concepts; noise

structural aspects in correspondence with a perceiving

and sound quality as two sides of the same coin, where the

subject. However, urban sound quality should not be

one side has received all attention and the other side still

regarded as a fixed term, but a flexible one, enabling

lingers in oblivion.

discussions of how these three parameters interact and
relate to one another at a specific place and at a specific

2.3.5 Urban sound quality?

time. Instead of describing the sonic character of a place as

As has been stated in the previous paragraphs, working

good/bad or preferable/less preferable, it should be

with the concept of noise is not sufficient if we want to

possible to ask: What is the sound quality of this particular

understand the qualities of urban spaces. Talking about

place like in relation to the functions and needs of that

qualitative aspects instead of problems opens up the field

specific area and the broader urban context. It is essential

for new elaborative approaches. It is therefore necessary to

here to take into account the description and analysis of

looking closer at the notion of sound quality.

several interacting factors in order to understand the
greater picture and make adequate decisions based on

According to Björn Hellström and Pascal Amphoux, we are

interdisciplinary exchange of knowledge and not only upon

today well-acquainted with the attitude of “diagnosing

measured or calculated sound pressure levels and the

problems in order to protect citizens from annoying sounds

utopian idea of quietness as a solution to all problems

e.g. to normalize, to regulate, to control, to build noise

regarding sound in the urban environment.

barriers, to reduce traffic, to double walls etc.” 67 Hellström
and Amphoux mean that we instead should adhere to the
inverse attitude and diagnose the benefits, i.e. to make

2.3.6 The need for communicative methods

inquiries about situations of well-being and also to promote

It is evident that existing concepts for describing urban

favorable conditions of specific sound qualities in urban

sonic space such as those developed by researchers

space.68 Hellström describes Amphoux’ ideas on how the

connected to the World Forum for Acoustic Ecology and
the International Ambiences Network have problems
reaching out to professionals engaged in everyday

64

Hellström, B. Noise Design – Architectural Modelling and the
Aesthetics of Urban Acoustic Space,(2003), p. 204.
65
Ibid. p.12
66
Hellström, B. (2003), p.p. 11-12. See also Pascal Amphoux,
L´identité sonore des villes Européennes ,(1993), p.6.
67
Hellström, B. (2003), p.146
68
Ibid.

practice. Here, I am not referring to the professionals
engaged in advanced research networks or communities,
but to the professionals working in the frontline of everyday
69
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Ibid.

practice at the innumerable architecture and planning
offices all over the world. Currently, there seem to be some
missing links between theoreticians and practitioners in the
chain of knowledge transference, which indicates that the
existing communicative tools needs to be further developed
into more operational ones in order to be increasingly
implemented in the day-to-day routines of architectural and
urban planning and design practices.
For understanding and handling the resonating subtleties
of complex urban spaces, we need to extend and put into
use qualitative descriptive and operative tools when
working in this field.70 In terms of terminology, the
descriptive part of the toolkit already exists to a much larger
extent than the operative one today.71
Another evident problem is that these two research and
practice strains are each either ideologically colored, or
structurally/theoretically focused, which makes them
difficult to relate to and hard to easily implement in
everyday practice. The major challenge is therefore to bring
together qualitative and quantitative information for
describing, understanding and operating in urban sonic
space and to merge these into a coherent, relevant and
practically usable whole. I believe that such scenario could
bridge the gap between ideology and practice as well as
theory and practice. It is important to reach those who are
interested in these questions at all levels of the society.
Apart from design-oriented disciplines it is important to
reach those groups that have the power and authority to
influence the physical development of our public urban
spaces. Non-academics and non-researchers alike must
also have the opportunity to discuss, understand and relate
to these issues.
So then, what will do? No quick-fix exists, but one way of
approaching this issue is by making it possible to
understand everyday urban situations from an extended
sonic perspective via the development of means and
methods of description, representation and communication.
Improved and user-friendly visual and verbal
communicational tools could open up for broader
knowledge transference between disciplinary fields, as well
as enhance further research and practice within this
emerging field.
70

Augoyard, H., Torgue, H. (2005), Sonic Experience - A guide
to Everyday Sounds, p. 5.
71
Currently, The International Organization of Standardization
ISO through COST Action TD 0804, are working on a document
aiming to “provide a definition and a conceptual framework of
soundscape. It explains factors relevant for measurements and
reporting in soundscape studies, as well as for planning, design
and management of soundscape” (ISO 12913-1:2014). This is a
promising step forward in spreading a general acceptance of the
qualitative dimension of sonic experience as well as an operative
and practically oriented knowledge development possible to
implement in urban practices.
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Layers of spatio-sonic information.
City map. Ink and colored pencil on paper and
transparent paper. Sept. 2011.
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3.1 Introduction to the case study

3.1.1 Why Hornsgatan?
The reason for choosing Hornsgatan as the major case

The case study chapter begins with a brief introduction to

study is primarily because of its variegated spatial

the historical, locational and functional context of the street

character, urban morphology and combination of different

that explains the reasons for chosing Hornsgatan as my

uses and functions along its full extension. Simultaneously,

case study. The midpart of the chapter is devoted to a

it is one of the most noise and air polluted urban streets in

survey of the tools and techniqes identified, explored and

Stockholm, which makes it even more interesting to

implemented in this study. Recorded sound files and other

investigate. When reading media accounts about the street

digital media such as video documentations are an

or if you look at the noise map, you could be led to believe

important part of the inventoried material. Sonic and digital

that Hornsgatan is all about problems, but obviously, there

media appearing in the case study presentation are part of

are nuances here as the various sections of the street differ

a digital online version of the thesis which can be found in

widely with regard to usage, appearance, quality and in

the Research Catalogue (RC) connected to the Society for

tone, compared to the black spots of the noise map.

Artistic Research (SAR).93

Locating and describing these parts of Hornsgatan that

References are intentionally excluded in the next chapter to

have positive aspect alongside those that don’t, and

preserve the timeline and to highlight the creative “thread”

understanding how these function and possibly interact, is

and show the development process in a linear fashion.

essential to this study. It is central to this process-based
research to perform a qualitative spatio-sonic inventory to

The main part of the case study concerns the

explore useful means and methods, both well-established

implementation phase, in which the case is divided into

and more experimental, in order to describe and represent

three sections corresponding to clearly identified

every nuance and the factors that affect them. My strategy

segements of Hornsgatan that span between two or more

has been to experience the street with all my senses while

nodes like junctions, crossings, parks etc. I have chosen to

focusing on the aural dimension, and to describe,

call the three segments of the street sections. Each of

represent, visualize and understand these variations.

these sections contains between eight and ten case

through the use of different media.

studies (25 in total), that have been investigated during
weekdays/daytime through a plentitude of qualitative facets

The entire length of Hornsgatan is in this study denoted the

of observation and description. This information is

case or the case study although several case studies are

superimposed and organized through mapping strategies

actually involved. I have elected to regard the street as one

in various constellations, but also with the intent of making

single spatial entity (the case) that consists of several

it easier to obtain enhanced understanding and

smaller spatial entities (the case studies), sections and

communication of crucial factors affecting the quality of

sites, each with its own unique characteristics, and

public urban sonic space.

distinguished by time, space and usage/activities.
However, the sections and sites are all spatially connected

The final part of the chaper consists of implementing

and can therefore never be considered as being totally

chosen aspects of the gathered information into a coherent

separate and they are also studied both as an entity and as

and visible whole.

unique parts. By utilizing a range of different tools,
A possible synthesis is proposed through the compilation of

techniques and strategies for describing, representing and

spatio-sonic data, which may provide the reader with a

analyzing various facets of sound, architectural space, and

comprehensible and condensed picture of the differenties

experience, the assumption is that extended knowledge

or similarites; problems or possibilites; and the advantages

can be achieved by bringing this information together in

or disadvantages of various sonic qualites identified at

new forms and constellations, to allow another kind of

Hornsgatan. These consolidated representations,

assessment. It must be emphasized that the methods

illustrations and textual analyses are denoted spatio-sonic

presented here cannot be regarded as general or universal

drawings and contain a qualitative sound analysis of each

in the sense that it is possible to transfer and apply them

site. The spatio-sonic drawings function as the basic

directly in the practice-based work by people who are

foundation for making an analysis of the entire street

interested in working with qualitative sound analysis and

together with an adjoining final critical reflection.

the planning of dense urban environments. The tools and
techniques described on the following pages and the
implementation phase of the method development as well

93

represent one single example of how it is possible to

https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/264750/264751
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approach these questions from a broadened and

These levels vary, however, as the inflow and outflow of

integrative perspective. It is not a matter of proposing a

vehicles at certain spots affects the total amount of traffic at

one-size-fits-all solution, just showing instead that infinite

certain sections of the street.96

ways of working with urban sonic space exist and this is

Since I started with the inventory of Hornsgatan’s sonic

one of them. The results obtained by this study provide an

character and quality, the street has undergone some

explorative model that corresponds to the challenges of the

esthetic changes and convenience improvements. Trees

research project as well as to the personal abilities and

have been planted alongside the sidewalks, bicycle-lanes

strengths I bring along. My background as an architect with

have been added on both sides, and the walking space has

artistic and musical training affects the outcome, which is

been made wider as well. These improvements began in

only natural.

2009 and were completed in 2015, resulting in positive

As a result of these specific conditions, I present a model

changes for this neighborhood and for those passing

for studying and analyzing the qualitative dimension of

through Hornsgatan on a daily basis. As my investigation

urban sonic space that is propositional and intended to be

of Hornsgatan was conducted before the completion of

extended, elaborated and further adjusted and then proven

these physical changes, I do not explicitly include these as

in dialogue with other professional disciplines engaged in

part of my research. They do, however, appear in

this particular, or a related, field of research and practice.

descriptions and documentations as ongoing construction
work, and certain sections of Hornsgatan are integrated in
the site-specific documentation and observations in some

3.1.2 Historical background, location and function

instances.

Hornsgatan is a land-bound connection between the two

Apart from being well used as a route of transportation for

separated bodies of water, Mälaren and Saltsjön, and it is

land-bound traffic, the street is a popular scene for

also situated between the two urban nodes Slussen and

everyday urban life. It hosts a broad variety of inhabitants,

Hornstull. From an altitude of 14.7 meters on the northeast

small-scale businesses and trade, along with other

side of the island of Södermalm, Hornsgatan overlooks

activities. This has been the case as long as the street has

Saltsjön, a part of the salty Baltic Sea that ultimately is

existed. Though the neighborhood close to the street was

connected to the Atlantic Ocean. On the southwest side of

once poor and slum-like, in particular up on the hilly

the island, the street runs almost up to the shore of Lake

northern crest of Mariaberget, this blend of people, trade,

Mälaren, the third-largest sweet water inland lake in the

and activities has historically always been present at

country, which also is a drinking-water reserve for the

Hornsgatan – it has apparently been an urban spot from

capital of Sweden.

past to present. Nowadays, the area is one of the more

Today, Hornsgatan functions as an important artery in

popular spots on the island of Södermalm, with escalating

terms of traffic and communication with thousands of

real estate values, gentrification and heavy traffic on

people passing by everyday by foot, bicycle or public

centrally positioned streets as a consequence of this

transportation. The intersecting streets funnel their traffic

popularity.

into Hornsgatan’s buzzing stream of vehicles, a swell that

37,000 inhabitants live in the neighborhood surrounding

increases and decreases in intensity several times an hour

Hornsgatan. Between 25 and 30% of the inhabitants are

as well as over the span of one day. In its role as a well-

under 18 or above 65 years old, which implies that between

used traffic route where some 10,000 to 23,000 vehicles

9,250 and 11,000 persons are likely to be more firmly

pass every day depending on the site selected (average

anchored to their immediate surroundings, compared to the

year value)94, the street has turned it into a highly

more mobile age-groups of 18-65.97 “Quality” is therefore

problematic spot in Stockholm with regard to air-pollution

an important concept when talking about urban outdoor

(nitric oxide), and high sound-pressure levels have

space. In particular, it is important to consider what quality

exceeded accepted threshold values for quite some time

involves when acting physically in dense urban public

now, a fact that has forced the municipality to take action.95

spaces. The ability to have access to different urban
spaces containing various visual, spatial and sonic qualities

94

Data acquired from Trafikkontoret (Stockholm Traffic
Administration), Nov 2016.
95
For example in 2010, a prohibition against the use of studded
tires was introduced on Hornsgatan to diminish the exceedingly
high levels of hazardous particles in the air. The same year,
actions were taken by the municipality to make the street safer
for pedestrians and bicyclists through spatial and traffic related
adjustments and improvements.

96

The outflow of the tunnel of Söderleden for example as well as
the in/outflow at Ringvägen and Rosenlundsgatan as well as
Hornstull.
97
Statistics from Stockholms Stad concerning the number of
inhabitants in the districts of Mariatorget, mid and north Högalid
(2013). www.statistikstockholm.se.
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is important. It is, however, often hard to talk about, and to

When the street was flat enough to be energy efficient for

safeguard quality as a concept when other more prominent

all kinds of vehicles to navigate Hornsgatan from shore to

features like costs or sustainable densification strategies

shore, its function as a highly important transportation

are being discussed by governmental or municipal

artery through Södermalm was sealed. Though flattened,

authorities. Being able to make a case for these less-

Hornsgatan is not entirely flat, however. It is straight, but

evident and even evasive and non-visible qualities found in

not flat. Between Hornstull and Zinkendamm the street

livable, socially sustainable and high-quality environments

rises towards a peak, a point that distinctly tilts in two

requires that anyone in the position of making important

directions.

decisions has sufficient training and is equipped with a

Even though the street now was lined by high-rise buildings

relevant and useful kit of tools and strategies.

of six or seven stories, instead of having the mid-western

The street has a history that reaches several hundred

section dominated by barracks and workshops of industrial

years back in time. The oldest part is the northeast section

character, this part of the street came to have a distinctly

near the passage to The Old Town district, known as

different character than the eastern portion, known for its

Slussen, which dates back to the 1600s. It has changed its

busy and vivid urban street life. The mid-western part is not

appearance over time and reached its current length and

as frequented by people on the go, and it features heavier

th

outline in the 20 century as the masterplan from 1866

traffic that escalates by the peak of Hornsgatan as it moves

(Lindhagenplanen) was completed. The relationship

towards the junctions of Hornstull and Zinkensdamm. It is

between Slussen and the south-west end of Hornsgatan

important to be aware of that this two-sided character of

known as Hornstull, a lively industrial area as far back as in

Hornsgatan is not only due to the esthetics of buildings

the 17th century, had been strong even before Hornsgatan

erected during a certain era in architectural history, but that

was orthogonally outstretched, with the slight difference

it has just as much to do with to the topographic context,

that one had to take a detour or two due to the hilly profile

the quality of outdoor life and the fact that Hornsgatan is an

of the street at that time. Towards the end of the 19 th

important traffic route in the city.

century, the massive granite rock that gave this side of
Södermalm its characteristic silhouette known as
Mullvadsberget and Mariaberget, was blasted down to a
more convenient level using dynamite, which was a new
invention at the time, in order to facilitate transportation.
This makeover forever changed the physical appearance of
the street and improved the conditions for traveling in this
area.98
Lindhagen’s masterplan for this part of Södermalm was
finally fulfilled in the 1970s, when cost-inefficient low-rise
residential buildings, barracks, and intermediate yards of
the semi-industrial area of Lignaområdet on the western
portion of the street were torn down and replaced with the
residential blocks of Plankan and Drakensberg (19661970). This physical change lead to a division of the street
with one section characterized by a building stock dating up
to 400 years old, alongside a newer section with a stock
built between the beginning of the 20th century and our own
time that is characterized by post-modern urban planning
ideals.99
98

Between 1891-1901 major demolition works were carried out
to break the massive rock of Mullvadsberget and straighten the
street west of Zinkensdamm. 1901-1904 Hornsgatan was
lowered about 7 meters opposite the Maria Magdalena
Churchyard and broadened some 10 meters. (Liljeberg, E. I.,
Carlsson, K.(1989), Från Slussen till Hornstull).
99
For example the block of Plankan is currently questioned for
their low Floor Space Index (FSI) values, which means that they
occupy far less land than they according to the masterplan of
Stockholm potentially could occupy. Built at a time when modern

planning ideals of light, space, and traffic separation were strong,
the appearance and structure of these buildings affects the
spatial and sonic character of this section of Hornsgatan.
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Saltsjön,
altitude 0 m
Slussen

Hornsgatan/Götgatan,
altitude 14.7 m

Puckeln,
altitude 26.4 m

Mariatorget,
altitude 20.4 m

Zinkensdamm,
altitude 22.7 m

The peak,
altitude 28.2 m

Hornstull,
altitude 10.7 m

Hornstulls strand,
alitude 2.5 m
Mälaren,
altitude + 0.7 m

1.Map from 1870 before the demolition of Mullvadsbergert (author: R. Brodin, C.E. Dahlman, General
Stabens Litografiska Anstalt, source: Stockholms stadsarkiv).
2. Map from 1885 of how Hornsgatan was projected to appear after the demolition of Mullvadsberget
(author: A.R. Lundgren. Source: Stockholms stadsarkiv).
3. Map from 2009 with added section through the street showing the height above sea level. (Source:
Lantmäteriet).
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3.2 A survey of applied tools,
techniques and strategies

3.2.1 On and off-site studies

In the search for communicative and usable tools to

The chapter begins with a survey of tools and

complement the common use of noise-maps, quantitative

techniques for mapping aspects of urban sonic space

measurements and calculations of sound pressure levels, it

identified and utilized during the first inventory phase

has been necessary to accommodate the real- life context

of the case study. The next section of the chapter

as well. Exploring the complexity of the sonic environment

presents examples of how it is possible to make use of

along Hornsgatan, in all its everyday glory, has been

the information acquired at phase one through various

necessary in order to grasp what kind of on-site sonic

strategies that combine the acquired information of

events are present at any given location at a certain point

space, sound and experience. The last phase of this

in time and to recognize the spatial features and active

investigative work and of this chapter proposes an

physical and temporal agents that condition the specific

example of how to implement chosen facets of spatio-

sound qualities of this urban context. A basic strategy for

sonic information and suggests a proposal for

the method development of this work is to acknowledge

qualitative sound analysis.

what is going on at each instant and to be attentive to the
Here, it is important to emphasize that the proposed tools,

circumstances of specific situations taking place at a

techniques and strategies described in the following section

specific time by combining on- and off-site observations,

represent one way of approaching and working with the

documentations and analyses. Shifting between these

challenge of communicating urban sonic space. As the

approaches, the on and off-site studies of various sonic

possibilities of approaching this topic of inquiry are infinite -

spaces along Hornsgatan, is a consistently feature of most

and should also continue to be open-ended and non-fixed

of the tools, techniques, and strategies presented in this

in the future, the ways to represent and communicate this

chapter. The assumption is that the co-reading of

subtle, transgressing, temporal and ephemeral subject

disparate, but complementary, spatio-sonic information

matter are also infinite.

may generate deeper understanding as to how to represent
and communicate the qualitative aspects of urban sonic

As mentioned earlier in the thesis, the intention is not to

space from a practice-based and design-oriented

understand the changing sound qualities of an urban site

perspective. Transposing visual, textual and sonic

from every possible angle - subjective as well as objective -

representations of urban sonic space onto an off-site

but to test the viability of the explored tools, techniques and

context is essential, in my opinion, in order to share

strategies of representation and communication and to

information that enhances interdisciplinary communication

analyze the coexisting sound qualities of an outstretched

and understanding. To meet and share opinions and

exterior urban site.

knowledge about a phenomenon that is invisible and
always is on the move, and that also is made up of
hundreds of interacting factors - physical, temporal,
experiential - without having something physical or visible
to grasp hold of, is difficult. Questions of representation and
communication have therefore been important to consider
and relate to at every stage of this work.

Chart of initially
applied
and
off-site tools
and
3.2.1
On onand
off-site
studies
techniques for inventorying and describing the
character of urban sonic space at Hornsgatan from
several divergent angles. On the following pages, an
overall survey of the work process and its future
continuation is presented.
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3.2.2
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3.2.3 Static and motional explorations

It is through the act of movement that we connect the

As the site of investigation is a well-frequented traffic artery

experience of various urban spaces into a single coherent

in Stockholm, a great deal of attention is focused on trying

whole and create our own individual impressions and sonic

to describe and understand the variations of sound

experiences of complex and different architectural spaces.

intensity and sound quality in the area. These derive both

At every moment, we are emerged in, contribute to, and

from large quantities of traffic and from less-dominant

are confronted by the sonic dimension of everyday spaces.

sound sources such as activities connected to pedestrians:

Our brains process these impressions and our minds and

social, commercial, leisure events, and service-related

corporal system react. We have a choice to either stay

activities as well as sound deriving from animals and

immobile and experience the course of events at a certain

nature. By moving along and actively documenting the

individual point, or to move away from that point. The

impressions from these spatial or temporal changes, a

experiences we have in either case will be very different, as

sense of understanding for the dynamic interplay between

they are directly dependent on the physical structure of the

sound, space and activities emerged. This was an

environment and the kind of sound sources being active

important step in raising a personal awareness for these

there at that very moment. Therefore, architecture and the

matters and to further define what other tools and

temporal aspect of sonic propagation in relation to the

techniques might be useful to promote the research

sound events themselves, as well as the temporal aspect in

process.

relation to the physical positioning of a perceptive body,
should not be neglected in a study on sound in complex
architectural environments.

Photos from static and motional inventories at
Mariaberget/Hornsgatan. June 2010
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3.2.4 Documentary sketches

Instead of using photography as the only documenting

physical model, or by way of a computer-aided feature. All

device to create a record of a site - the most commonly

methods serve the same purpose: They communicate an

used documentary method today - I made quick sketches

idea, a vision, a situation, a relationship, or some other

serving the same purpose. A sketch can function as an

feature. In this case, the sketches serve as a tool for

efficient tool for narrowing the focus of the moment and for

documentation and thinking. By taking the time to stop, to

catching some of the features that define that particular

pick up a sketchbook and a pen, and to capture a given

space at that particular moment in time, such as

context at a certain moment, is actually a highly efficient

architecture, the spatial relation between buildings,

and rewarding way to closely familiarize yourself with the

greenery, any change of ground level, irregularities, actions

urban sonic environment at a specific moment.

on site, etc. Sketches convey moods and atmospheres that

The sketch keeps to the essentialities, and functions as a

can be of value in retrospect. In architectural practices, the

personal archive for site-specific spatio-sonic memories. In

sketching process holds a prominent place in the

this study, they also functioned as a means to

development of an idea, the documentation of a site, or the

communicate certain qualities at Hornsgatan relating to

communication of a vision to a colleague, a client or an

space, function, ongoing activities, materiality, and the

audience. Sometimes the sketch is made by hand and

position of the observer (i.e. me).

sometimes it is made through a

Sketch from Hornsgatan, Puckeln, 110622.
Ink on paper.
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3.2.5 Sound notation
Another method that employs sketching techniques is
creating documentary sound notations on site. The mode of
expression has been free and explorative with the intention
of visually capturing sonic impressions over a specific
amount of time. This tool has been very helpful. It enables
me to go back in time and space to the site of inquiry later
on; so I can recall what took place there at that moment.
Most of the notations were made on transparent paper with
an underlying map to help localize sound events in space
in relation to a notated listening position (the cross). During
this inventory described on page 63-66, several layers of
information were gathered, such as sound recordings,
textual descriptions, and flow notations of traffic and
people.
The sound notations may seem subtle and fractional at first
glance, but they have been helpful in the process of
recalling the memory of certain sound environments, and in
order to visualize that impression through a graphic
notation of the experienced events.

Notation of sound events and impressions outside
Folkoperan, Hornsgatan. 101110, 13:45, dB (A) 69,6.
Ink on paper.
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Notation of sound events and impressions at Hornstull,
transparent paper and underlying map. 110923, 12:00.
Ink on paper.

3.2.6 Photo documentation
My way of using photographic documentation as one of the
tools of visually describing the sites varied over the course
of the study, and spanned a spectrum ranging from random
snapshots to more planned strategies of documentation.
For example, one strategy was to shoot two 180-degree
photos at each location, one of the grounds and one
towards the sky to give an account of the material ground
and what kind of space I found myself in (open, closed,
green, built, etc). However, I was unsure how to best
integrate the use of these 180-degree photos and the
information they carried in, and wondered if they were

180-degree photos of ground and sky, Hornstull.

useful at all. I began to add turn around-photos (360
degrees) consisting of four shots in four directions, that
would describe a 360-degree overview of the site in
question. During the researching process, the photos were
both useful and efficient as they provided a visual
description of the spatial characteristics on site and as an
aid to memory when off-site.

Circular montage of 360-degree photos, Kristinehovsgatan.

Photograph montages 360 degrees, Kristinehovsgatan, the peak of Hornsgatan and Strand.
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Mapping of identified sections, rows of photos, videos, and
sketches of Hornsgatan (2013).
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3.2.7 Video documentation
Video recordings have been sparsely utilized in this project.

when time is limited, and a quick review of the situation

They have mainly been a way to prove the usefulness of

being discussed is required. However, when working in a

video recording for this kind of qualitative site-specific

2D environment with flat presentational material like this

documentation, and thus function as one of several

book format or large-size posters, the video format is not

methods of description.

suitable.

The recording strategy consisted of turning the camera

The video turn-arounds were finally integrated in the spatio-

around 360 degrees, and by doing so, catching essential

sonic drawings (see page 96) functioning in digital formats

aspects of architecture, activities, sounds, materials, etc.

of the presentation and the web.

To some extent, the video recordings were very helpful as
a memory aid when off-site, and also as a descriptive
complement to other spatio-sonic information, such as
during presentations in front of an audience in a situation

Map of locations for 360-degree video recordings. 101111-101116
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3.2.8 Verbalization and textual description
Textual representation is a tool for sharpening focus on

more personal and subjective. I have also integrated

aspects such as the impressions of an experienced urban

established concepts (see page 71) in the narrative text,

situation while embracing the challenge of transforming that

and by so doing I test the viability of these concepts and

experience into words.

connect their meaning to a real-life context on Hornsgatan.

The question posed by this study was what words and

Most of the texts were produced as part of a collective

concepts to use and how to describe something that has a

inventory of various places along Hornsgatan, and are

certain sonic character, but lacks a visual form conveyed

intended to be read in parallel with other practiced tools of

through letters. I have used various modes of text in this

description such as sketches, sound recordings, sound

work - often short and descriptive, often under the headings

notations, and observations of the flow of traffic and

of aural and visual reflections, but not always. Sometimes

people.

the tone is dry and simple, while other times the tone is

Textual reflection on sound, space and experience
at Slussen, 110901, 10:30.
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3.2.9 SWOT
SWOT is an acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses,

four oppositional and complementary angles, in order to

Opportunities and Threats and is a method for identifying

encompass essential qualities. It has been an efficient

qualities of the subject or a situation that may otherwise be

method to separate and distinguish information and helps

difficult to grasp. Originally the SWOT-analysis was

you to focus on one aspect at the time. The basic reference

developed for the marketing and economic analysis of new,

in this case is the user perspective, the inhabitants and

not yet launched, products. The method has since then

visitors at a site that inhabit, use and move in public urban

spread to many divergent fields due to its effectiveness in

outdoor environments. The SWOT inventory was

capturing some of the essentialities of a subject under

consistently performed once on each site (Nov. 2011) but

study.

acquired information and the principle of the method has

I have used SWOT in a condensed manner with the

been integrated in the qualitative sound analysis of the

purpose of describing specific urban sonic situations from

spatio-sonic drawings.

Formula/ chart of experienced observed and identified spatiosonic qualities at the crossing of Hornsgatan/Långholmsgatan.
The SWOT analysis is integrated in the formula (filled in in
Swedish by the author). 101111.
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3.2.10 Flow of traffic and people
Accessibility and escapeability
Flow in this context is describing the movement/mobility of

Accessibility in this context concerns the ability to move to

motor vehicles and pedestrians at a publicly accessible

or from a specific spot. We can also call it escapeability or

outdoor urban site. The sketches/mappings are to promote

exit indicating the opposite possibility of leaving a site.

understanding of where these sounds often appear and

These mappings are based on on-site observations

how their intensities seem to intermingle/interact on site.

showing the possible point of entry or exit to the site in

The relationship between mechanical and technical sounds

question. These options are then separated in two

deriving from traffic generated by combustion engines and

categories, one for pedestrians and one for traffic. The

contact between tires/ground in relation to sounds

investigation provides a visual and quantifiable clue to what

produced by other kind of site-specific

extent someone is spatially or temporally “stuck” in an

human/nature/animal activities, are vital aspects to

urban situation with a certain sound quality and heaving

describe and to reflect upon. In the inventory charted

little access to alternatives. In short, it is a matter of to what

below, the mapping of flows of traffic and pedestrians are

extent a person is forced to be exposed to a given context.

based on qualitative observations made on site. By

The mapping may indicate whether an urban site is

illuminating the dynamic interplay between various

considered highly problematic or well-functioning from a

interacting agents, a relational understanding of crucial

public urban life point of view, when weighing in features

coexistent factors that determine the time and site-specific

such as the functions, uses, and intentions of a certain

sound quality of a physical site, can take place.

location.

Gathered information from two inventories made at 21sites.
The techniques used here are described on page 56, 63-66.
Original format 4 x A1.

Sketch/mapping of possible flows of pedestrians and traffic
at Hornstull and Bergsundsstrand, 110923, 12:00, and
mapping of accessibility/ escapeability at Bergsundsstrand.

63

64

65

Detail from previous side.
To zoom into the poster even
more, please visit
https://www.researchcatalogue.net
/view/264750/264751
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3.2.12 Waveforms – graphic illustrations of

3.2.11 Sound recordings

recorded sound
From the start, sound recordings have been part of the

A waveform is a graphic picture that describes the intensity

inventory of tools and strategies. However, the relevancy of

of recorded sound events over a certain time period. The

sound recordings in a study like this one has not been as

sonic illustration shows how the amplitudes of sound

self-evident as one may believe. Questions such as why

intensities change over time or if the listening position is

the recording is made, by whom, and what purpose it is

altered.

meant to serve in the study, as well as figuring out how to

Here, transforming sound recordings into the visual format

make use of the material after the recording is made, in an

of a waveform in greyscale was a method I used at the

off-site context, are all very pertinent. In this case, the

beginning of the project, in particular, to find a way to use

answers were not clear from the start, which is also why I

these recordings in a manner that would be beneficial for

decided to integrate the technique of recording the sonic

the project. As the waveform provides a visual image of

environment in the inventory process to test its relevancy

changes in the urban sonic environment, it can potentially

and to learn how to make use of the registered sonic

serve as generic basic data in discussions of, say, the

material, if it has pertinent information.

relationship between sound intensities, spatial

I have mainly used two methods for documenting the

configuration, sonic experience, and accessibility. In this

sound environment (three, if I count the video-format as a

case, the graphic representation of sound recordings made

sort of sound recording). The first employs binaural ear-

in June 2010, while walking the total length of both

microphones hooked up to a recording device that registers

Hornsgatan and its parallel streets, as well as crossing the

sonic events as humans would perceive them, i.e. having

street at various points or standing still at single sites of

different sonic input via either side of the head. In this case,

interest, was a method to approach the subject from a

the sound quality is often high as the recording

visual standpoint and propose a communicative strategy

corresponds well to the experienced sonic reality,

along with other qualitative techniques for describing and

especially when re-played through a sound system of good

representing the spatio-sonic qualities of Hornsgatan.

quality and while listening with headphones. In the second

Working with the recorded material from a frequency-

method, recordings of Hornsgatan were made with the

analysis perspective has not been topical in this inventory,

inbuilt microphone of an iPhone as an integrated part of a

as I have not given priority to an analysis of sound

particular walking session conducted in Sept. 2011, where

frequencies at that detail level, at least not at this stage of

several layers of sketches and reflections of the observed

the project.

and perceived sonic qualities were made on site (see page
63-66). In this inventory, the sonic recordings made with
the iPhone function as one of the sketch strategies
accomplished on site.
The aim of the sound recordings has been to capture
ongoing events at the sites under study, and they include
both the street in its entirety and all of the individual case
study sites, for the sake of documentation and as a
memory aid later on. In the final spatio-sonic drawings,
both a sound excerpt registered during daytime on a
weekday, as well as a video turnabout, is integrated into
the other documentary techniques.

Waveform from a binaural sound recording made
while walking from Slussen to Hornstulls Strand at
Hornsgatan. Nov. 2010.
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Large size poster of waveforms from recordings together
with sketches and reflections made at Hornsgatan May
2010. Original size A1.
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3.2.13 Sound measurements

3.2.14 Interactive sound map

Sound measurements have been carried out during some

As a pilot, an interactive sound map of Hornsgatan was

of the inventories made at Hornsgatan. The function of

constructed, based upon recordings made at 21 different

sound measurements in this project has been two-fold;

locations on, around and near the street during the multi-

educational and referential.

tactic inventory described on page 63-67. The test model

The act of measuring urban situations has had an

project was initiated and carried out in cooperation with the

educational aspect on my own behalf. For example, I

sound artist Gerhard Eckel, who also is a professor at the

learned more about how certain threshold values used in

School of Computer science and Communication at The

applied legislation documents such as the official noise

Royal Institute of Technology. A special software program

directive of Sweden actually sound like in reality. I also

developed by Eckel made it possible to allow sound

gained a greater understanding of what kind of real-life

recordings of Hornsgatan registered with the IPhone to play

sonic situations the bright colors of a noise map could be,

simultaneously as they were connected to the map at the

and what kind of sound events that normally generate

site where they had been recorded (Sept. 2011). The

these spots in an urban location such as Hornsgatan.

sound files were looped, increasing and decreasing in

Secondly, making sound measurements along Hornsgatan

intensity as the listening-position changed location, tuning

additionally created referential points that allowed the

in and out of the recorded sonic environments at

proving of, and comparison between, calculated decibel

Hornsgatan, now translocated in time and space.

values of a noise map and the values I measured on site.

By using the interactive sound map, you are immediately

The measurements have been carried out in two separate

aurally submerged into specific but virtual urban sites and

ways: The first way was tested at the start of the project

easily get a sonic picture of one place in relation to other

and consisted of making measurements with a professional

places that are either close or far apart. With the co-reading

SPL-meter for time-lapses of approx.10 min. The second

of the visually exposed city map, a sense of the different

way consisted of making decibel measurements with an

spatial characteristics and qualities of those sites are

app downloaded to my IPhone. It provided accurate values,

transposed to the listener. The ability to compare the sound

though not as precise as the first measuring method, but it

quality of a specific site at a specific time (when the

was possible to extract sufficient information for the

recordings were made) with other sites - being able to

inventory process, which was also the intent.

virtually travel over a wide geographic area - was eye-

One of the useful outcomes of this method of quantitative

opening (and “ear-opening”) to me. The map functioned as

description was that indications of the calculated average

an educational communicative tool, as it connected a visual

daytime sound pressure levels, as described in the noise

overview of the site with an aural understanding of the

map of Hornsgatan, corresponded fairly well to my own

same. It is, however, important to note in this context that

measurements on site. The noise maps can be regarded

the interactive computer model over Hornsgatan was the

as fairly reliable for general descriptions of sound

result of a short, time-limited and co-operative project that

intensities deriving from traffic, and in this sense are useful.

only had the chance to pass the first stage of development.

However, no calculations in the world can transmit

It has therefore not been extensively explored, developed

information of specific sound qualities of the non-calculated

and refined in line with the research intentions, and it has

sound pressure levels deriving from all the other kinds of

not been tried out on a wider audience. Its potential or

activities taking place at a specific location at a certain time

usability as a tool for further research and/or practice

due to common events in our surroundings.

therefore remains unproven.

The interactive sound map. Mars 2012
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3.2.15 Established qualitative sound concepts

our surrounding sonic world functions. The concept of
sound event has been useful in this work, as it embraces

Existing concepts developed by the transdisciplinary

the existence of events/activities that produce sound at an

research team at Cresson and the International Ambiences

intermediate descriptive level.

Network and practice/research-strains connected to the

Schafer also writes about, and coins the concepts of, hi-fi

World Soundscape Project and World Forum for Acoustic

(high fidelity) environments and lo-fi (low fidelity)

Ecology WFAE, have been utilized in this study as a tool to

environments. The hi-fi environment is one where small

capture and describe the sonic qualities of Hornsgatan.

and subtle sounds are perceivable, as opposed to the lo-fi

The assumption is that these methods for describing what

environment, which is characterized by the opposite, i.e. a

is going on sonic-wise in an urban situation could

low degree of opportunity when it comes to perceiving

presumably help to conceptualize, and sort out, the sonic

naturally evoked sounds connected to animal, human or

impressions directly on-site and also be useful as a

nature activities in, say, an urban situation. This means that

memory aid.

lo-fi environments are to be found in situations where low-

The concepts listed below are those I considered most

volume and diminutive sounds are likely to be drowned out

relevant for this study, with the intent to evaluate and test

and masked by sonic environments characterized by a

their validity and usability as communicational tools for the

more dominating and heavy character in terms of sound

description, explanation, and understanding of sound

intensity, such as the noise of a highway, a rumbling fan or

space and experiences in a complex urban environment.

other loud activities or devices.

One of the questions posed in the implementation phase of

In this project, identifying and communicating different

the method development process was whether the listed

sound events in relation to their spatial context is highly

concepts should be integrated in the final stages of the

important to the method development, which is why I

work or not. The cons were that the chosen qualitative and

employed these concepts in my case study as one of the

descriptive sound concepts were either too infiltrated by

explored techniques/tactics of representation and

either ideology (Murray Schaffer et al) or too bound up to a

communication. This does not induce a given adherence to

thorough theoretical system (Cresson-team et al) to be

the more ideologically colored parts of the ideas and

integrated in the final version of this work. However, I

knowledge development initiated by Schafer et al., but are

ultimately came to the conclusion that these concepts have

a way to learn more about the sonic environment, a

been relevant, useful, and were consistently used

strategy to enhance reflection upon its complexity while

throughout, since they acted as an efficient and clarifying

simultaneously testing the viability of these concepts.

tool for thinking and reflection, and in that sense were of

For reasons of clarity, I have chosen to label the sound

value in the learning process and its outcome, and

typologies and concepts defined and used by M. Schafer et

therefore also should be present in the final presentations.

al. applied in this work as Soundscape concepts, even
though no such term exists outside this thesis.

Soundscape concepts of relevance for this thesis
Hi-fi: “…favorable signal-to-noise ratio. (…) Applied to

defined and utilized by M. Schafer et al.

soundscape studies, a hi-fi environment is one in which
sounds may be heard clearly without crowding or masking.”

For Murray Schafer and his fellow colleagues, the notion of
the sound event is crucial, as it presupposes that sounds
always are naturally bound to the event that generated

Lo-fi: “…unfavorable signal-to-noise ratio. (…) Applied to

their existence and that these sound events occur in “…a

soundscape studies a lo-fi environment is one in which

certain place during a certain amount of time. This

signals are overcrowded, resulting in masking or lack of

suggests that the sound event is not abstractable from the

clarity.”

time-space continuum.”
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The understanding of the sound

event as the smallest and most important constitutional part

Sound event: “The sound event (…) is defined by the

of a soundscape lies at the basic core of Schafer’s thinking

human ear as the smallest self-contained particle of a

about sound in spatial contexts, a description which

soundscape.”
101

provides a certain important basic understanding of how
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Schafer, R.M. (1994, 1977), The Soundscape – Our sonic
environment and the tuning of the world, p. 274.
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Ibid. pp. 271-275. Definition of Soundscape concepts.

Sound effects – concepts of relevance for this
thesis defined and utilized by researchers at
Institute Cresson et al.
A continuation of the classification-system initiated by

Cut out: “…refers to a sudden drop in intensity associated

Pierre Schaeffer (see page 39) in the 1950s was further

with an abrupt change in the spectral envelope of a sound

developed at Institute Cresson through explorative work

or a modification of reverberation (moving from reverberant

initiated and performed by their interdisciplinary team of

to dull spaces, for instance).”

researchers decades later. An extensive bank of names
and concepts stems from that classification system through

Crescendo: “An effect produced by a progressive increase

transdisciplinary development and cooperative evaluation

in intensity of a sound. (…) can be found in the most

and refinement. Over the years, new concepts have

diverse contexts: in the approach of a sound source, the

continuously emerged while old ones have disappeared

acceleration of a vehicle, the start-up of a machine, the rise

and some have remained more or less constant. These are

of a murmur, etc.”

labeled “sonic effects” and function as descriptive,
operative tools for understanding acoustic, social,

Crossfade: “…is an acoustic effect that describes the

physiological, architectural, cultural, artistic and musical

residual duration of a sound, from its cessation until silence

aspects of the sonic environment. The sonic effects

or background noise.”

integrated in this work are those that relate to a spatial
context and therefore are relevant from an architectural and

Decrescendo: “An effect produced by a progressive

urban planning perspective in relation to urban sound

diminution of sound intensity.”

quality. The sonic effects included in the thesis are: cut out,
Drone: “…refers to the presence of a constant layer of

crescendo, decrescendo, crossfade, fade in/fade out,
drone, mask, release, wave, wall and niche.

stable pitch in a sound ensemble with no noticeable

102

variation in intensity.”

The niche effect, the way it is defined here, has not
explicitly been present in the inventories of this work. The
reason for this is the risk of confusion with regard to

Fade: “Disappearance of a sound through a progressive

definition and intelligibility in terms of clearness and its

decrease in intensity.”

usefulness for the development of a qualitative sound
analysis strategy. Though it is possible to claim that the

Mask: “…refers to the presence of sound that partially or

sonic phenomenon this sound effect emphasizes is

completely masks another sound because of its intensity or

nevertheless highly present in this work, this would be in a

the distribution of its frequencies.”

non-articulated manner even though I have not worked
explicitly with the notion as such during explorations on

Niche: “…An occurrence of a sound emission at the

site. The identification and existence of “niches” in the

moment that is the most favorable and that offers a

urban sonic mesh is, as a matter of fact, the basic

particularly well-adapted place for its expression.”

foundation of this research as the existence and spread of
variegated sonic spaces in a dense urban context allows

Release: “…is an acoustic effect that describes the

for diverse human actions to emerge, take place, and be

residual duration of a sound, from its cessation until silence

experienced and hence, as described at the beginning of

or background noise.”

the thesis, they attach democratic and health-related issues
to the qualitative aspects of urban sonic space. The

Repetition: “…the reappearance of similar sound

principle of the niche effect, accompanied by the sonic

occurrences.”

effects described below, has its given place in the inventory
process, and in that sense constitutes one of the facets of

Wall: “…a composite effect in which a continuous high

description utilized in this work.

intensity sound gives the listener an impression of facing
an ensemble of sound materialized in the shape of a wall.”
103
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Augoyard, J.F/Torgue, H. (2009), Sonic Experience – A Guide

to Everyday Sounds.
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Ibid. p.p. 21-152. Definition of Sound effects.

Inventory and matrix of perceived and identified Sound effects and
Soundscape concepts along Hornsgatan.
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3.2.16 The city map
The city map showing the topography, street-system and
building structures of the case study site has a basic and
central position in the mapping of Hornsgatan. The plain
city map constitutes a reference point to which other tools
and techniques for describing experienced qualities of
urban sonic space are spatially and visually connected.
Working with the city map as an underlying “board” for
pinning up facets of spatio-sonic information has been a
strategy to keep track of the inventories made and placing
these in their geographic context. The ability to co-read
disparate but interconnected information as well as the
ability to zoom in and out of scale is an important feature
for the use of the city map in this work. The map is used by
kind permission by the Swedish land surveying service
(Lantmäteriet).

Bergsundsstrand

Hornstulls strand
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Hornstull

3.2.17 The noise map

As has been stated previously in the thesis, the making of

reference. Secondly, I wanted to explore the

noise maps is currently the dominating strategy for

trustworthiness and usefulness of the noise map to see in

managing and describing sound in urban contexts. It is an

what way, and to what extent, the traditional manner of

internationally used and commonly accepted tool for

working with sound in terms of how much energy it

working with sound in urban environments, which has been

contains (short description of sound pressure levels, (dB)

more widely spread throughout Europe since the European

see page 42), could serve my purposes by functioning as

Union launched its Environmental Noise Directive in 2002:

one layer of description and understanding in this study,

the Directive 2002/49/EC (in use in Sweden since 2004),

and also, in what way I could add meaningful information to

which prescribes the compulsory mapping of measured

its colorful noise-level intervals. The noise map showed

and calculated sound-pressure levels for every European

below and used in this work was calculated and

city and region with more than 250,000 inhabitants. The

constructed in 2004 and 2005 and displays the average

noise map of Södermalm/ Hornsgatan is interesting in this

sound-levels from road traffic over 24 hours. The map is

study for two reasons. First of all, it is the most common

used by kind permission by the Environment Department of

way of understanding and discussing sound and sound

Stockholm (Miljöförvaltningen).

quality today, which makes it important as a point of

Hornstulls strand

Bergsundsstrand

Hornstull
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3.2.18 Sociotope map
The sociotope map is a document used as basic data for

The conclusion of the usability of the sociotope map for

planning and designing built environment in Sweden, as

purposes of this project is that it is far too general and

the map charts social, cultural and environmental values of

imprecise to be relevant for the chosen scale of this study.

public open spaces. It also employs four different colors to

However, it cannot be excluded that it may be useful at a

chart to what extent the environment is dense in terms of

more strategic level when studying, say, the potential

built structures and open space, such as the space

accessibility to environments containing certain urban sonic

surrounding different kinds of residential blocks. The

qualities or for pin-pointing urban outdoor spaces of various

construction of the document is based upon interviews with

quality such as streets, squares, pocket-parks, urban

inhabitants of the area of interest, and the integration and

glades, etc. in a certain area.

analysis of acquired qualitative and quantitative data such

Below is one section of the sociotope map of Södermalm

as observations and spatial analysis. As the sociotope map

launched in 2003 by the urban planning office of Stockholm

indicates and maps out identified social and cultural values

(Stockholms stadsbyggnadskontor).

of this urban space, the map is initially used in this project
as a reference point for spatial and qualitative information
and also to test its relevancy in this case.

Hornstulls strand

Bergsundsstrand
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Hornstull
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3.2.19 Initial mappings

As a means to understand the visual, aural, spatial and

qualities; active areas; time-related sonic contrasts

social qualities of Hornsgatan early in the project, sketch-

depending on traffic flow; hi-fi, lo-fi, and the in-between;

like mappings were acquired off site that were based on

space-related sonic contrasts; locations of the cut-out

observations made on site. These mappings constituted

effect; locations of the crossfade effect; and variation of

part of a strategy to zoom out and begin to connect and

terrain have been rewarding when it comes to

overlay certain kinds of information identified as crucial,

understanding some of the interacting agents affecting the

information that might have importance for the continuation

quality of urban sonic space and when reflecting upon

of the method development process. An ordinary city map

these on a wider geographical scale. This investigation

is used as underlying data visually describing spatial

propelled both further thinking and acting in regard to the

relations on site. On the city map, various layers of

exploration of relevant means and methods in the project

information were added, information acquired while walking

and also pointed at the necessity of having a relational

the length of Hornsgatan back and forth and traversing it at

approach to the subject of concern by emphasizing a focus

several points.

on both the site-specific situation and its context.

These sketch-like mappings of areas of limited visual and
aural variation; areas of visual and aural variation; public
accessible spaces; dominating and contrasting sonic

78

Describes the limited prevalence of various observed actions (traffic not
included); view/perspective; distance/perspective; subjective/close
sounds; built environment; heights; nature; texture. Original presented on
an A1-poster, June 2010.
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“Areas of visual (green) and aural (orange) variation”. Describes the
prevalence of actions (traffic not included); view/perspective;
distance/perspective; subjective/close sounds; built environment; heights,
nature and texture. Original presented on an A1-poster, June 2010
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Public accessible spaces

Dominating and contrasting sonic spaces

This map points out where public outdoor accessible space

Mapping of dominating sonic spaces in regard to observed

around Hornsgatan (yellow) and topographic barriers such

sound intensities. In this case, traffic is the main sound

as a steep rock, raised areas, a wall of any kind (stone,

source and it cancels out minor sonic events in terms of

brick, rock for example), are located and where we can find

sound intensity. Contrasting or different sonic spaces

publicly accessible spaces. Only the public outdoor

(compared to the dominating sonic environment i.e. the

environment is covered, not private inner courtyards etc.

traffic) are observed and located.
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Activities at ground level and animated

Time-related sonic contrasts

outdoor space
Observed and experienced prevalence of life, liveliness,

This map show us where observed sound intensities at

activities, movement (walking, sitting, moving, shopping,

Hornsgatan (this mapping only concerns time-realated

relaxing etc.) generated by people on site. This mapping

sonic contrasts in regard to the traffic flow) fluctuates

gives us a hint of how Hornsgatan is used by the

depending on the amount of traffic and the existence of

population.

crossings and traffic-lights directing the flows. This timeregulated dynamic flow going from high to low sound
intensity and back again exists all along the street
extension and is directly dependent on the spatial
organization and localization of crossings and traffic lights.
The mapping implies that loud sound intensities caused by
traffic is not a constant state, and that intervals of a more
low-intensity character also exist.
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Hi-fi, lo-fi and the “in-between”

Space-related sonic contrasts

Areas/sections characterized by high fidelity (hi-fi) towards

Much like how the fluctuation of sound intensities on

indiscriminate sounds are marked in yellow and

Hornsgatan depend on the intensity or flow of traffic, other

areas/sections characterized by low fidelity towards

parameters such as distance, spatiality, various activies,

indiscriminate sounds are marked in red. The transitional

heights, materiality, spatial dimnesions etc also have an

space inbetween these polarities is marked in orange. Hi-fi

effect. In this map, sonically contrasting spaces at

and Lo-fi are well-established concepts within certain

Hornsgatan affected by the above-mentioned factors are

strains of sound studies (see page 71) and are here tested

marked out. The point of reference is here the dominating

to prove the concept’s relevancy and usefulness in this

sonic space, i.e. flow of traffic along Hornsgatan.

project.
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Location of the “cut-out effect”

Location of the crossfade-effect

The distinction between two clearly different sonic

The transitional change from an urban sonic situation

environments indicates a change of the surrounding

characterized by dense sound intensities into another

conditions affecting the sound quality on site. We can

urban situation displaing a lower degree of intensity, can

distinguish this change or variation by the act of physical

evoke a sense of sonic release for anyone having this

translocation in the built environment by, for example,

experience. This sonic effect is known as “crossfade” by

turning a corner or entering a yard from a street. The notion

certain strains of sound studies (see page 72) and is here

of the cut-out effect is frequently used by certain strains of

used to test its usefullness in the project. Having

sound studies (see page 72) and is used here to mark out

Horngatan’s sonic intensity as the base point of reference,

where abrupt and publically accessible changes in the

it is easy to experience a sonic release just by walking

qualitative character of urban sonic space information

away from the edge of the street at a 90-degree angle.

appear.

Depending of the morphologic structure of the built
environment, topography, accessibility to courtyards etc.,
the identification of the crossfade effect appears at different
positions. The phenomenon is interesting, as it describes a
change between sonic states.
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Variation of terrain

3.2.20 Location of indoor activities at ground level,
Location of child and elderly care

This map points out the variation of terrain in conjunction

The mappings of Locations of indoor activities at ground

with Hornsgatan and is divided into two aspects:

level and Locations of child and elderly care onto strips of

constructed variation of terrain and topographical variation

the sociotope map was an attempt to visualize the spatial

of terrain. In the former, the material ground and

relationship between the built environment, observed

morphologic structure is planned and constructed and often

activities at ground level, and certain functions/services.

involves hard material such as asphalt, concrete or other

Indoor activities at ground level along the public sidewalks

building materials, but also includes soft and porous

of Hornsgatan holds the capacity to animate the shared

materials such as grass or gravel in parks: Zinkensdamm’s

public space of Hornsgatan to a certain degree, the intent

sports arena or the churchyard of Maria Magdalena, the

was to monitor this relationship through a simple mapping

courtyards of the residential blocks of Drakensberg and

of the huge variation of on-going activities that I could

Plankan, Bysistorget, the open square of Mariatorget. In

identify while walking along the full extension of the street.

the latter aspect, the variation of terrain is generated by

The other map shows the location of elderly-care and child-

topography, i.e. how geological conditions affect the

care centers in 2010 in order to highlight two vulnerable

physical constitution of urban space, such as the change of

groups of citizens that I considered as highly crucial in

heights. Here, the level of Hornsgatan is the basic point of

relation to the question of accessibility and exposure to a

reference.

differentiated urban sonic environment (the information was
retrieved from the official site of Stockholm
www.stockholm.se in May 2010).
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Locations of indoor activites at ground level and
Locations of child and elderly care onto an excerpt
of the sociotope map. June 2010. Original size A1.

3.2.21 Color index describing observed
qualities of space and sound
What I have chosen to call color index describing observed

The colors correspond to observed sound intensities on

qualities of space (ground materiality) and sound (intensity

site and the existence of hardness/softness of the

and exposure from surrounding sound sources of which

materiality in the immediate surrounding context. This

traffic is a self-evident agent) began as a strategy to quickly

implies that the colors provide a rough indication of

localize myself in the first versions of the compilations

degrees of exposure from the dominating surrounding

containing facets of spatio-sonic information. At first, the

sound sources. Co-reading this information with the

dots of localization were neutral markers of the geographic

information on the architectural and spatial constitution of

point itself, but after the initial phase the “dots” underwent a

space gives us a quick hint as to what kind of space we are

gradual transformation as they were adjusted to

dealing with. In this format, however, further information is

accommodate the possibilities and needs of the project.

required to be able to determine anything of importance at

Information pertaining to ground materiality and the sound

a deeper level. For example, there is a huge difference in

intensity of the site was integrated into the dots and

regard to the emergence and behavior of sound if the

distinguished as a gradient change of color. The intent was

surrounding surfaces are hard and close to the listener, or

to quickly survey and position observed data on sound

if they are soft and porous and more spread out. As the

quality and materiality, along with other valuable

nature of sound and activity always fluctuate and contain a

information on the built environment, when being in an off-

temporal dimension, the “color index” contains a time

site situation.

aspect when integrated in the spatio-sonic illustrations (see
page 90-91) that shows two typical states, one with traffic

The idea was that the dots could bring instant knowledge to

rolling and one without, to provide a better understanding

a reader/ analyst with regard to important features of space

of what kind of sonic situation is at stake at the site of

sound and materiality at a given point. As the interaction

inquiry, generally speaking. In the inventory mappings

between sound, spatial and material character affects how

though, only one state is present - the most commonly

the sound environment at Hornsgatan is experienced and

observed one.

used, an attempt was made to merge at least two of these
three aspects into a gradient color scheme.

Key to the color index

Application of the color index
onto the map
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3.2.23 Basic acoustic principles

3.2.22 Morphologic maps

This study more or less implicitly deals with several

Morphology is originally a biological term describing the

acoustical laws, of which one of the most prominent in this

study of structure and form of organisms. Today the term is

case is the inversed square law. The acoustic principle is

applied to a vast number of fields and can generally be

equivalent to a reduction of 3 dB for a line source or 6 dB

described as the study of forms and structures. In

for a point source for each doubling of distance from the

architecture, morphology deals with the form and structure

sound source. In this case, it means that when moving

of buildings, emphasizing the relation between physical

away from the dominant sound source of traffic along

masses and the space between them. The morphology of

Hornsgatan, sound intensity is sequentially reduced and

built structures is essential to the behavior of sound, a

thereby leaves the air and space free for other sound

sound signal appearing in an outdoor urban situation is

events to be perceivable and other actions to take place

directly affected by the environment in which it has

(compare the crossfade effect page 72).

emerged and is thereby colored by factors such as the

Another basic acoustic principle is connected to the

distance to the closest obstacle, like a wall. It is relevant to

existence of a screen or barrier, implying that sound waves

be aware of physical acoustics and the behavior of

bounce against any sufficiently sized obstacle they may

vibrational energy generated through all kinds of actions

encounter and are thereby impaired in their journey.

and understand this interaction at a basic level. However,

Depending on such physical aspects as height, thickness

what is important to emphasize in this context is that

and materiality, the impairing effect on the spreading of

physical acoustics alone have never been a point of

soundwaves differs (compare the wall effect, page 72).

departure for any of the inventories and mappings made.

Reflection, absorption and diffraction are other

Instead, these basic principles have gradually crept into the

important acoustic phenomena affecting the physical

project as a natural result of other practice-based and

behavior of sound. Reflection is the notion for vibrational

design-oriented investigations and proven methods of

energy that continues to bounce against all kinds of

representation and communication used in this research

surfaces until it fades out or gets absorbed by the material

project.

it is confronted with. The structure and tactility of materials
directly affects the behavior of sound waves and thereby
the quality of the sonic space regardless of whether it
concerns an outdoor or an indoor environment. One clear
difference, however, is that in an interior situation, sound is
much easier to control, as its movement can be exactly
calculated and adjusted according to needs or
requirements. In an exterior context, calculations are much
less precise, and interventions are occasionally difficult to
control, as there are innumerable factors affecting how the
sound waves move. For example, soft materials that either
cover the ground, or facades or roof tops that attenuate the
spreading of sound waves by way of the principle of
diffusion, and absorption, which directly affects how the
environment is experienced in terms of sound quality
(compare fade in/out and release effect, page 72).
Diffraction concerns the bending of soundwaves as they
encounter the edge of an obstacle such as like a sharp
corner of a building. The changed direction of sound waves
due to physical obstacles affects and influences the total
sonic experience of sound quality at or around an urban
Plan and section of Bysistorget

site, influenced by any variations of functions and usages in
the area, either by their existence or their non-existence,
that create distinguishable acoustic shadows. An example
of this is the abrupt change of sound quality when turning a
corner, or upon leaving a busy road for a semi-open yard
(compare the cut out effect, page 72).
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3.2.24 Spatio-sonic illustrations
The information it contains stems from several site-specific
In this thesis, a spatio-sonic illustration refers to a drawing

explorations made at Hornsgatan along with information

that shows the properties and qualities of space, sound

acquired off-site (such as how the morphology of the built

and a possible sonic experience during a fraction of a

environment affects the propagation of soundwaves

generally described moment. I decided to call these

coming from various events on site). It is important to note

drawings spatio-sonic illustrations since they are inexact

that the illustrations in this sense are reduced in

and sketch-like and they aim to describe and communicate

comparison to the real-life event, but that this is also the

a situation that is far more complex than a picture can ever

point of producing them, they are a means of bringing

transmit and thereby can only be regarded as material for

some crucial aspects to the fore so they may be taken into

discussion as opposed to an absolute truth. The visual

account when, say, discussing a given site over disciplinary

image of this frozen moment in time is based on

borders. The spatio-sonic illustrations become a visual

experiences and inventories made on site and basic

document that enables a comparative and relational

acoustic principles interpreted in a sketch-like, inexact,

discussion around important issues relating to space,

manner. These illustrations are both specific and general in

sound and experience. Together with the architectural

their approach, as they describe a specific location at a

morphology marked on the plan and section of each site,

general level by lifting forth two typical urban states, one

the following aspects of space, sound and temporal

with the traffic rolling, and one without. The illustration aims

variables are highlighted in the spatio-sonic illustrations,

to be a condensed and simplified synthesis of a complex

each of them corresponding to certain specific sound

situation.

effects as well as soundscape terms investigated in this
study and to the idea of moving through these various
sonic spaces.

Key to spatio-sonic illustrations
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Spatio-sonic illustration, plan and
section with traffic

Spatio-sonic illustration, plan and section
without traffic

A route of transition with and
without traffic
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3.3 Archiving
factors that need to be discussed or taken into account in
The spatial organization of gathered research material on

such as the planning and creation of new buildings and

space, sound and experience that merges facets of spatio-

environments. In this case, converging information on

sonic information has been a crucial part of the method

space, sound and experience on a flat and spatially limited

development process, and it is an active strategy for

surface (A1 or 3 x A1 international paper size) has been a

thinking and reacting to inventoried and compiled material

challenge. In addition, integrating sonic elements such as

that propels the project forward. Organizing and surveying

sound and video recordings is another important feature

a vast amount of disparate material is, in this case,

and finding good ways to communicate via digital media

obviously also a matter of archiving or keeping track of

was a nut to crack that resulted in parallel presentations of

gathered information, which makes comparison and further

the thesis, one in a physical format and one for a digital

strategic moves easier. Mapping is another word for

online environment. Content-wise, these versions are the

describing the strategy applied here.

same, though the digital online version contains audio and
motion picture clips and relies on an architectural structure

The city map is used as a node of orientation to

that not is bound to the two-dimensional format of a thesis.

geographically position gathered facets of spatio-sonic
information in conjunction with their specific sites of

The reason for organizing small excerpts of information in

belonging. The act of bringing together sketches, photos,

this way is because it provides the ability to survey and

notations, different map-formats and other informational

make comparisons of certain selected aspects of spatio-

excerpts that describe various aspects of the urban sonic

sonic information in order to identify important relations

environment is, as mentioned above, central to the method

between different, but interconnected, sites. The intention

development process. It is a strategy that tries to expose,

is also to reflect upon and analyze urban sonic space from

isolate and sort out crucial aspects that affect the quality of

an extended site-specific but zoomed-out perspective

urban sonic space and describe how it is possible to

where matters of spatial quality (architecture, topography

encounter this quality (the user perspective) by separating

and materiality), content (activities, function), and temporal

crucial basic factors connected to spatial quality, content

features (sound quality, mobility, accessibility) are taken

and temporal features. 104

into account.

Traditionally, architects, urban planners and designers use

The compilations are presented in order of appearance as

different mapping strategies to organize, represent and

they represent different phases of the development process

understand complex spatial, structural, aesthetical and

each one different from the other in terms of complexity

social connections between multitudes of situations

and contained facets of information.

Phase one: The first compilation of gathered facets of spatiosonic information (phase one) containing the primary attempt for
utilizing a color index of observed qualities of ground materiality
and sound intensity, photos 180´, sound measurements, noise
map, sociotope map highlighting the social values represented
on these map-excerpts.
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See a condensed description of the basic active conditional
agents affecting urban sonic space at page 35.
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Phase two:
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The second compilation of gathered facets of spatio-sonic
information (phase two). It contains the secondary version for
utilizing a color index of observed qualities of ground
materiality and sound intensity by marking out the site (s)
under study as a wider circle covering a larger area of land,
photos 180´, sound measurements, noise map, sociotope
map, sound concepts, sound notation, accessibility/escapeability, excerpts from initial mappings, location of indoor
activities at ground level and sketches.

Phase three:

The third compilation of gathered facets of
spatio-sonic information. It contains the third
and final version of color index of observed
qualities of ground materiality and sound
intensity by marking out the site(s) under
study as a one single dot, noise map,
sociotope map, location of indoor activities at
ground level, accessibility/escapeability
sound concepts, sound notation, excerpts
g
from initial mappings, photos 180´, sketches,
documentary photos and textual reflections.
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Phase four:
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The forth compilation of gathered facets of
spatio-sonic information. It contains the final
version of color index of observed qualities of
ground materiality and sound intensity,
sketches, accessibility/escapeability and
spatio-sonic illustrations.

Phase five: Spatio-sonic drawings

The strategies of archiving and compiling resulted in a

The drawings consist of several layers of spatio-sonic

proposal for a qualitative sound analysis of the built

information organized and visually divided into two parts.
The left side is devoted to visual, aural and textual

environment, merging and consolidating chosen facets of

descriptions of observations and experiences made on

information on space, sound and experience into a

and off-site that indicate the physical and functional

disparate and hopefully coherent and graspable whole,

characteristics and experiential qualities of the site under

here denoted as spatio-sonic drawings. The proposal

study using a combination of text and images as well as

brings together these facets into a site-specific sound

audio and video clips (in digital or web-based formats). The

analysis of thirteen sites along Hornsgatan, thoroughly

right side is devoted to analysis and reflection of the site

scrutinized in the implementation section of the Licentiate

through a combination of textual analysis and descriptive

study. As one of the challenges of this method

illustrations (spatio-sonic illustrations). In the summarizing

development process is to gather and reflect upon a vast

textual reflection/analysis, all of the previously performed

amount of information of the qualitative dimension of urban

inventories made at and around Hornsgatan are taken into

sonic space, consistent efforts have been made to identify

account, such as mappings of topography and dominant

what can be regarded as the most important basic

and less-dominant sound sources, variation of terrain, and

information to bring into that analysis, and what to exclude.

so on, as described in this chapter. The noise map is

These efforts have resulted in a choice of integrating visual,

integrated as a referential anchor for comparison and

aural and textual material of description, representation and

discussion. The drawing is an attempt to gather relevant

analysis that lifts forth and/or explains site-specific aspects

information on space, sound and experience functioning

of spatial quality (architecture, topography, materiality),

both as an educational tool for explanation and internal

content (activities, functions), temporal features (sound

knowledge development and as a generator of a possible

quality, mobility, accessibility) that communicate

method for the qualitative sound analysis of the built

information on the three identified crucial parameters, in the

environment.

thesis denoted active conditional agents, affecting the
quality of urban sonic space (see p. 35).

‘
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4. I m p l e m e n t a t i o n
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4.1 Section one
The implementation of tools, techniques and strategies for

A narrow strip of the street was left untouched, today

the qualitative sound analysis of the thesis case study site,

known as “Puckeln” (“the hump”), characterized by a steep

Hornsgatan, begins at the area close to the absolute

outline delving abruptly down to the driver’s lane some 7

birthplace of Stockholm, Slussen. Or more accurately,

meters below, and on the other side a row of houses from

some 100 meters further away at the point where

17-18th century. Puckeln is a walker-friendly part of

Hornsgatan intersects with the beginning of Götgatan at a

Hornsgatan and it has something of an iconic status, as

90 degree angle; at the very corner. Here, the view of the

many artists live and work in the neighborhood and the

Gamla Stan district and beyond is stunning. And sound

area hosts several small galleries, cafés and boutiques.

travels quickly across water, that from here you can
distinguish the hum of the city from far away as an acoustic

Standing on Puckeln, looking southwards, the Maria

horizon.

Magdalena Church and churchyard is a green oasis that

This is the oldest part of Horngatan, mentioned as far back

acts as “green lungs” for the neighborhood.

as 1642, when the new city plan took form, though some

The visual connection with the greenery of the churchyard

blocks in the area were built at the middle and the end of

together with a marked de-connection from the busy

the 20th century. This beginning/end of Hornsgatan is also

drivers’ lanes below, gives a certain sense of release from

important from a transportation point of view as several

the low-frequency buzz of Hornsgatan.

traffic arteries have their entry/exit right here, such as the

Moving on to Mariatorget, the street gets narrower as it is

Söderleden tunnel; Katarinavägen; Skeppsbron; Götgatan;

lined by full-scale (of 6-7 stories, compared to the 2-4 story

and, bivious, Horngatan itself. In addition, this is the point

buildings along one side of Puckeln) housing blocks, which

where Hornsgatan opens up and transforms into an open

affect the perception of the sound quality of this sequence

space, the square known as Mälartorget, a busy node for

of Hornsgatan at many levels. However, these spatial

vehicles, public transportation and pedestrians moving in

characteristics produce a dynamic and non-monotonous

the vicinity of Slussen.

experience as you move along the section.

After an initial sequence consisting of a mixture of old and
new office buildings, and a considerable outflow of traffic

Compilations of various facets of spatio-sonic information
for section one are available in the appendix.

coming from tunnels leading towards Slussen as well as

Site-specific qualitative sound analyses:

from the rest of Hornsgatan, the street stretches over a hilly





part of the island of Södermalm and passes several stages
of physical differentiations along this extension. It is

Hornsgatan/ Götgatan
Bellmansgatan/ Puckeln
Hornsgatan/ Mariatorget

interesting to note that Hornsgatan was lowered some 7

Hornsgatan/ Götgatan

Hornsgatan/ Mariatorget

transportation easier.

Bellmansgatan/
Puckeln

meters at the beginning of the last century (1900s) to make

.
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Section one: Hornsgatan/ Götagatan, altitude 14.7 m; Bellmansgatan/ Puckeln, altitude 26.4 m; Hornsgatan/ Mariatorget, altitude 20.4 m
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4.2 Section two
This section spans in a straight, 700 m long horizontal line

A 130 m x 33 m wide opening in the northern section of

between two important nodes of Hornsgatan, Mariatorget

Hornsgatan marks the position of Bysistorget, a square

and Zinkensdamm. If Mariatorget is a green oasis and a

with cafés, an art shop, restaurants, a bookstore and a tiny

place for recreation and relaxation, Zinkensdamm is a hot

urban park leading up to Brännkyrkagatan some 4 meters

spot in terms of traffic, transportation and communication.

above the square.

Here, two streets, Hornsgatan and Ringvägen, the

Around the corner, right at the brim of Hornsgatan, we find

underground transport system, and various shops and

an entrance to a small and accessible open inner court

businesses that cater to the surrounding neighborhood,

covered with gravel, an 18th century prison yard that

overlap and intersect. In addition, a well-known sports

presently hosts a restaurant.

arena and the highly frequented park/green area,

The area is characterized by its blend of small-scale

Skinnarviksparken, are located nearby.

businesses densely packed side by side at ground level

The inclination of Hornsgatan along this section tilts slightly

along each side of the (residential) building blocks that

upwards, but the difference is so negligible that it is hard to

were erected at the beginning of the 20th century and

detect while walking along or otherwise observing this

earlier.

section. The spatial character of the built environment has

Compilations of facets of spatio-sonic information for
section two are available in the appendix.

two clear-cut features, one being that the city street has the
typical outline of a canyon, which means that the
morphologic relationship of building – street – building

Site-specific qualitative sound analyses:






characteristic is the “interruption” of the straight façade-line

Bysis

Zinkensdamm

Salvation Army Quarters

of the street canyon.

Folkoperan
Bysistorget
Bysis
Salvation Army Quarters
Zinkensdamm

Bysistorget

canyon, and its characteristic U-shape. The other spatial

Folkoperan

correlates to the typical spatial conditions of a geological

Section two: Mariatorget, altitude 20. 4 m, Zinkensdamm altitude 22. 7 m
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4.3 Section three
This part of Hornsgatan stretches from Zinkensdamm to

Hornsgatan is now wider than the former passed parts

Hornstulls Strand and is 1.1 km long which makes this

(30 m instead of the average 24 m) and the residential

section the longest of our study. The altitude changes from

buildings are partly more modern, which influences the

22. 7 m at Zinkensdamm to 28. 2 at the peak of

spatial character of this section. Businesses and other site-

Hornsgatan and then the street tilts downwards to Hornstull

specific activities are sparse, due to limited available space

which lies at an altitude of 10. 7 m. The sharp shift of

(a wall of rock and buildings containing long access

inclination angle at the peak point is one of the reasons

balconies all the way down to street level and the fact that

why this is the noisiest part of Hornsgatan in terms of

few people move around in this area or utilize this section

sound quality, obviously in combination with the spatial

of Hornsgatan other than as a passage or transitional

structure on site.

space between other parts of Södermalm. Further down
and closer to Hornstull, the street gets more crowded as

From a sonic perspective, going from Zinkensdamm to

functions, people, traffic and spatial conditions are more

Hornstull is not a particularly pleasant experience. One of

concentrated and dense.

the major problems is that the sound levels are so
consistently high that it is hard for other sonic qualities to

Finally, passing the busy traffic junction and transportation

break through the wavelike sonic smog deriving from

node of Hornstull, continuing towards to Lake Mälaren and

trucks, buses, trucks and cars. However, when it suddenly

one end of Hornsgatan, an interesting sonic phenomenon

grows temporarily quiet and the wave of traffic stops for a

occurs. The act of dispositioning oneself from the sonic and

while, it is not certain that other site-specific sound will fill

visual intensity of Hornstull by passing the wide, but not

this temporary void of relative quietness simply because

intensively used, last section of Hornsgatan leading to the

functions and activities that may generate these simply are

open spot of Bergsundsstrand, a small square that opens

not there.

up on the waterfront and the mainland on the other side,
provides the attentive listener with an evident sense of

At the beginning of this section, counting from

sonic release. Suddenly, it is possible to hear the boats, the

Zinkensdamm, we find ourselves in a narrow street canyon

water, the seagulls, the urban hum from far away, the traffic

with traffic accelerating upwards or downwards on our one

jam on the bridge of Liljeholmen, the passing bicycle, the

side as the traffic lights turn green. Registering sounds

sound of footfall and conversations. If you go to the last

deriving from activities connected to the small businesses

three-four meters to Hornstulls strand to walk along the

situated at ground plan of the building is fairly difficult.

seafront, this experience is even more striking.

The peak of Hornsgatan is an interesting site, as it is here

Compilations of facets of spatio-sonic information for

that Hornsgatan tilts in two directions. The street is lined on

section three are available in the appendix.

one side by a tall wall of rock which continues vertically

Site-specific qualitative sound analyses:

upwards with the white façade of a modernistic building,

Zinkensdamm

The peak of Hornsgatan

Kristinehovsgatan

Drakensberg

Hornstull

Hornstulls strand

Ansgariegatan and Brännkyrkagatan.

Between Zinken and the peak

while on the other side, a green patch leads away to








Between Zinken and the peak
The peak of Hornsgatan
Kristinehovsgatan
Drakensberg
Hornstull
Hornstulls strand

‘

Section three: Zinkensdamm altitude 22.7 m, the peak altitude 28.2 m, Hornstull altitude 10.7 m, Hornstulls strand altitude 2.5 m
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4.4 Summarizing analysis of Hornsgatan

Based on the gathered spatio-sonic information and

sound intensities coming from the constant waves of traffic

qualitative sound analysis of the chosen case study sites

at a very close distance which drowns any other sound

presented on the previous pages, a final summarizing

event. Here it is relevant to mention the strip between

reflection and analysis of the entire street is given in the

Mariatorget and Bysistorget and the strip between

following section.

Bysistorget and Zinkensamm - these parts are, however,
outweighed by sites of more spatially loose and open

As explained at the beginning of the case study chapter,

character, leaving several choices of moving to and from

the street can be divided into several sections and sites

the specific geographic position. This possibility affects the

depending on the experienced and observed quality of

overall spatio-sonic experience as the act of moving

sound and space.

enables the experiencing subject to take part in a variety of

The identified tripartite division of Hornsgatan, is directly

contrasting qualities.

connected to the experienced sonic synthesis of the entire
street. The sonic synthesis is affected by the physical

The conclusion is that the sound quality of this part of

structure of the built environment and relates to the

Hornsgatan can be considered as adequate in relation to

temporal activities and functions existing there more or less

how it is utilized. These two identified sections are

recurrently. It is a synthesis experienced by a person, in

appreciated by the inhabitants as they contain several co-

this case me, situated in and moving through that urban

existing activities, usages and functions of different

sonic space by feet. From this perspective, section one and

character that are not entirely drowned by the partly intense

two have similarities in terms of function and spatial quality

traffic, just disturbed. However, it is important not to neglect

that section three does not embrace in the same way. This

that acceptable sound pressure levels too often are

difference is a part of what gives Hornsgatan its unique

exceeded at Hornsgatan and that the street would of

expression and particular identity, which is characterized by

course benefit from lowering the sound pressure levels for

having both positive and problematic qualities.

the wellbeing of all. At the same time such a change would
decrease the exceedingly high levels of toxic air-borne
particles emitted from the traffic, providing a better quality

Section one and two

of life for everyone in the area.
On the whole, the first two sections between Götgatan and

Section three

Zinkensdamm can be regarded as fairly well functioning as
the interaction between different sound intensities and
sound events coming from various sound sources, are in a

The inventory and spatio-sonic analysis of the thesis points

fairly good balance in terms of dynamic interplay. In short,

out that the third section of Hornsgatan, between

the ability to hear and to be heard by someone else at a

Zinkensdamm and Hornstull, is of another problematic

proximate distance is present in this urban space for a

magnitude in terms of urban sound quality than the

majority of the studied time periods. The amount of traffic is

previously described two sections.

obviously a dominating sonic feature of this site, but still,

Between Zinkensdamm and Hornstull, the relationship

contrasting sonic events are present and fill in the temporal

between the physical structure of the built environment and

breaks of a more silent character that recurrently appear

the present activities, actions and functions can be

during the day as the flow of traffic changes or are

regarded as not being in balance or well-functioning from

regulated by the traffic lights. The spatial character along

an experiential point of view. Here, human outdoor and

this section is also variegated. Here it is relevant to mention

indoor activities at ground level are sparse and the function

Puckeln, Maria Magdalena churchyard, Mariatorget, Bysis

of Hornsgatan as a transportation artery dominates both

and Bysistorget. The spatial character affects the behavior

the visual and aural scene. Human and natural sounds are

of sound on site and beyond and also affects human

recurrently drowned, not only disturbed, in highly intense

behavior and presence in the area. Parts of this section

sound masses deriving from traffic. At the same time as the

have more of a closed character, being a typical street

situation repels human and natural sound to emerge and fill

canyon with no or limited possibilities to move away from

up the air in the pauses that do occur regularly due to the

the present spatio-sonic situation. This situation is partly

frequency of how the traffic lights operated. This implies

weak and problematic as one is directly exposed to high

that in the breaks of relative silence that do in fact occur
during the lapse of an ordinary day are very limited.
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Being able to access contrasting spaces in terms of sound

recreation calmness and social interaction for everyone

quality that differs from the dominating sonic state is

regardless of age or physical abilities. Such scenario would

crucial. Living in this area as a child, or as an elderly or

of course be of extra value and relevancy as long as the

disabled person with a limited radius of movability which

surrounding inferior spatio-sonic situation continues to be

raises the question of the importance of availability and

severely degraded. However, in case of changed

access to variegated spaces in a neighborhood. The

circumstances concerning the surrounding spatio-sonic

qualitative inventories and mappings of this section point at

situation steps could be taken towards a densification of

a limited access to contrasting sonic spaces in particular

the site by exploiting the open yard. At least from a

between the peak of Hornsgatan and Hornstull, in particular

democratic sound perspective and the right for everyone to

for those who have problems of movability, such as

choose what kind of sonic environment one wants to linger

children, the elderly or the disabled. The public park of

and live in. It is possible to claim that the qualitative sound

Tantolunden and the park around the church of Högalid are

analysis of this work has enabled a deepened

nearby, but the path is spatially cut off from Hornsgatan

understanding for the functions and meanings of this site in

due to the change of ground level and dependence upon

relation to the area as a whole, by extending the discussion

the usage of stairs to enter into the park areas. The limited

on sound quality and placing it in a site-specific context

ability to take part in other kinds of sonic qualities found in
urban public space that function like an interesting,

The final part of section three, between Hornstull and

stimulating or calming contrast to the most common and

Bergsundsstrand, has its own character and experiential

prevailing site-specific sound quality – traffic - is alarming.

quality. The busy crossing of Hornstull can be described as

The described situation puts the publically accessible inner

a dense sonic wall during weekday daytime. Increasing

courtyard of the residential block Plankan into the core of

ones distance to the sonically intense crossing and moving

this discussion. Current plans of building a round house

towards the sea along the last strip of Hornsgatan, provides

containing 119 new apartments at the approx. 1-hectare-

the clear sensation of an apparent transition through

sized courtyard can be questioned on account of the

evidently changing spatio-sonic qualities. Slowly the tempo

described situation. Proposing a solution for the area as a

goes down and the sonic intensity of the traffic node at

whole and for those living and working there, would be to

Hornstull diminishes in the distance. When approaching the

update the currently decayed and worn out courtyard of

edge of Hornsgatan and walking down to Hornstulls strand

Plankan into an open and freely accessible site for

just below and by the waterfront, the quick change between
two completely very opposing sonic states are obvious.
The closeness between these oppositional states in terms
of distance makes the act of physical transition into a
valuable experiential quality on its own. The meaning and
importance of having access to and being able to
experience such a change of both the spatial and sonic
quality within a very short distance in this highly activated
and densely populated urban area, is a subject that
according to my opinion, is worth further discussion both at
a more general level in for example urban development
projects as well as at more graspable site-specific level
when dealing with concrete detail solutions in the
neighborhood.
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Local plan and aerial photo of the block of Plankan 2010,
Stockholm planning office (Stockholms stadsbyggnadskontor)
retrieved from www.stockholmproject.blogspot.se (161021).
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5. Synthesis:
Conclusion and future development

The urban sonic environment is a complex phenomenon

This study also shows that it is possible to, through

created by several interacting components.

broadened sonic communication, have another kind of

Spatial quality, content and temporal features are all

discussion on sound, space and experience in the built

aspects that co-create and affect the overall and specific

environment that may lead to other kinds of conclusions

character of urban sound. This intimate relationship is the

and strategies of urban planning and design that would

baseline condition of existence that creates an ever-

affect the wellbeing of the urban inhabitant.

changing pattern of urban sound, a pattern that cannot

However, there exist no absolute truths of how to grasp,

solely be communicated through decibel-levels. What this

communicate and deal with sound. Finding meaningful and

study attempts to add to the common methods for

efficient ways that embrace these complex features of

describing and handling the variations of subtle sound

intertwined perspectives; the subjective and the objective,

qualities in urban environments are complementary tools

the specific and general, the qualitative and the

and strategies for dealing with the invisible and neglected

quantitative, is a veritable challenge that needs to be

“grey scale” of sound that the bright colors of the noise map

handled with awareness and respect if we want to build

do not show or cannot describe.

cities, urban areas and local sites that are well-functioning

This work attempts to extend the colorful gradient scheme

in terms of sound quality from the side of urban inhabitants.

of a noise map by trying to capture, describe and analyze
some of the disparate, contrasting, swift and ephemeral
qualities of urban sounds that we meet in our everyday

Tools techniques and strategies

lives in a way that goes beyond common methods. The
small yet perceivable changes in the experience of space

So, what is the practical and useful outcome of this work?

and sound while moving through the urban weave as well

To identify, test and evaluate tools, techniques and

as evident and highly intense changes of the same, are

strategies that are possible to utilize within practice-based

qualities that affect our own specific experience and

and operative contexts like the architectural and urban

behavior. These are important urban sonic qualities that

planning sector, for example, when describing and

affect the way we relate to, behave and participate in the

communicating the complexity of urban sound, has been

same urban space.

central to this challenge. Through constant and recurrent
exploration, creation and re-creation, a model has emerged

The licentiate thesis attempts to identify and to unfold some

that offers a visual, textual and sonic survey of select

of the various qualities of urban sound (human, natural,

spatio-sonic information, in the form of a three-dimensional

animal and mechanical), and how these interact and

document containing two-dimensional information as well

behave in relation to their spatial context, with the intention

as a digital document including recorded sounds and

of enhancing the understanding of this complex

videos in the form of a website.

phenomenon. The thesis also presents examples of how it
is possible to approach, capture and describe sound in the

Some of the presented tools techniques and strategies

built environment from an extended, yet limited,

have shown to be of greater importance and relevancy than

perspective. Extended in the sense that the main focus is

others and could presumptively be applied in the work of

on the explorative search and development of current

professionals and other disciplines working with the

methods for describing and communicating sound. Limited

creation of urban sonic space, like for example sketching

in the sense that the presented method only involves one

and mapping techniques as well as the use of certain

single perspective (me, the researcher). In conclusion, the

sound-concepts, textual descriptions and analyses etc.

presented method only constitutes one single example of

Other tools techniques and strategies have turned out not

how such ambition can be achieved. Thus this study is an

to be as successful at the final stages of the project.

example that proves that it is possible to add layers of
qualitative information that have both meaning and function
which extends the current approach to urban sound
management and brings forth other perspectives.
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Spatio-sonic drawings

Transdisciplinary communication

The tools, techniques and strategies proven to be the most

Sharing knowledge around these aspects over disciplinary

useful and persistent all through the different stages of the

borders may affect design-strategic decisions in urban

spiral-researching process have been assimilated in the

contexts in a positive way.

final version of the spatio-sonic drawings.

This study had its point of departure in a critique of the

These drawings serve as a condensed visual, sonic and

prevailing domination of noise maps for planning and

textual descriptor and analysis of each studied site along

handling urban sonic space today, and it raises the issue of

Hornsgatan. The drawings enable reflection, comparison

having a more integrative and holistic approach to sound in

and critical discussion on how space, sound, time and

dense urban environments as well as striving for creative

possible physical movement interact and potentially affect

and practice-based methods of description and operation

us at different levels.

which may be of relevance for practitioners working with

In these compilations, decisions have been taken as to

the planning and creation of public urban space at different

which information is assumed to be the most important to

levels. The noise map is here relevant as one of the

include when performing a qualitative sound analysis of

necessary tools of description and operation, it cannot,

Hornsgatan. The chosen information relates to the three

however, be the only one. In this study, the noise map is

identified parameters of spatial quality, content and

integrated as a point of reference, a base point around

temporal features. Important to note is also that the textual

which further and more elaborative discussions can take

analyis of the final compilations builds its argumentation

place along with a co-reading of complementary

upon all of the made inventories and acquired knowledge

information on sound space and experience.

generated when studying the sonic environment of

To be able to work with the temporal and transient

Hornsgatan during the course of the project.

architecture of sound in urban contexts in a conscious and

The spatio-sonic drawings contain information about the

creative way, it is necessary to lift forth and discuss what a

identified active conditional agents affecting the

well-functioning and sustainable urban sonic environment

qualitative dimension of urban sonic space; spatial quality,

might consist of, by which components it is created and

content and temporal features.

affected by, and how it may be experienced. To be able to
do this we need efficient word and efficient tools to help us

As stated at the beginning of the thesis, the intention is not

in the process of communication between professionals,

to propose a fully set program for how to manage the sonic

interests and concerned stakeholders.

environment at a severely problematic street in Stockholm,
but to find strategies to approach these sonic spaces and
discuss the active conditional agents affecting transient and

A democratic urban sonic environment

ephemeral sound qualities on site.
In this case, it is the relation between sounds generated by

One thing is for certain, the clearly outlined intent upon

intense traffic flows and sounds coming from other events

working with this matter in urban planning should not be

and activities on site that is central for the analysis with

about obtaining total or relative silence at any price on

regard to the spatial characteristics. Adding to this the

behalf of what is actually the main characteristic of a city;

dimension of experience and exposure to these changing

its life, its movements and activities. Instead, it should be a

urban sound qualities, posing questions like; how it is

matter of conscious planning to strive towards the creation

possible to move within a certain space? Can we access

of variegated, contrasting and accessible urban sonic

various spaces containing different and sometimes

places – for everyone. These spaces differ from each other

contrasting sound qualities compared to the most dominant

in terms of sound quality and are open to every urban

ones on site? As this is highly interesting to discuss when

citizen irrespective of age, physical ability or socio-

also taking into account matters of health and everyone’s

economic ability. To have access to a sustainable and

right to choose what kind of sonic environment one wants

healthy urban sonic environment is a basic human right,

to be part of, or not.

this implies the existence of choice.
In a sustainable and democratic city, everyone should have
access to different urban sonic spaces within reach, and
they and should not unwillingly be exposed to persistent
and monotonous sonic qualities over extensive time
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periods. Such an environment is, I claim, characterized by
the existence of a pluralistic range of urban spaces
containing a plenitude of distinct, contrasting and
multilayered sonic qualities.
If we wish to transgress the mental and disciplinary borders
of this field, and to increasingly address visually, spatially
and functionally-oriented practitioners and other
stakeholders engaged in the planning, creation and
maintenance of urban environments, it is necessary to
develop methods that may enhance communication and
knowledge development and are possible to implement in
practice.
When working in the frontline of everyday practice with the
challenge of handling matters of sound quality of dense
urban environments, it is necessary to pose questions of
what kind of urban sonic environment one wants to
achieve, why a certain urban sonic environment is
necessary to obtain in a certain context and for whom
urban sonic space is supposed to function on an everyday
basis. The answers are not one-dimensional, but complex
and multifarious, just like sound itself. Extending the
practice-based and design-oriented competence of urban
sound planning and design also requires demonstrative
and educational examples to promote development. This
study hopes to be part of that process by constituting an
example of how to approach sound from a qualitative and
operatively oriented perspective.
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Appendix
Compilations
Facets of spatio–sonic information
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Section one:Götgatan - Mariatorget

137

138

Mariatorget

Brännkyrkag./Bellmansg.
Bellmansg.
Puckeln/Horngsg.

Churchyard
Churchyard

Churchyard
Hornsgatan/ Tyrénstorget

Hornsgatan/ Götgatan

139

Sites in focus: section one

140

Mariatorget

Bellmansg./Puckeln

141

Hornsgatan/Götgatan

Mariatorget

Bellmansg./Puckeln

Hornsgatan/Götgatan

z
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S e c t i o n t w o: M a r i a t o r g e t - Z i n k e n s d a m m

143
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Section two: Mariatorget - Zinkensdamm
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146

Mariatorget

Brännkyrkag./Bellmansg.

Bellmansg.
Puckeln/Horngsg.
Churchyard

Churchyard

Churchyard
Hornsgatan/ Tyrénstorget
Hornsgatan/ Götgatan
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Sites in focus: section two
Bysis

148

Bysis

149

Zinkensdamm

Salvation Army Quarters (frälsningsarmén)

150

Bysis

Bysistäppan

Bysistorget

151

Folkoperan

Zinkensdamm

Salvation Army Quarters (frälsningsarmén)
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z

Bysis

Bysistäppan

Bysistorget

153

Folkoperan

z
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S e c t i o n t h r e e:
Zinkensdamm–Hornstulls strand

155
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Section three: Zinkensdamm - Hornstulls strand

157

158

Strand

Hornstulls strand

Hornstull

Drakensberg

Kristinehovsgatan

The peak
Between the peak and Zinkensdamm

159

Sites in focus: section three
Strand

Hornstull

Kristinehovsgatan

160

the peak

Hornstulls strand

Hornstull

161

Kristinehovsgatan

the peak

Hornstulls strand

Hornstull

162

Kristinehovsgatan

z

the peak
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